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The participation in any online auction hosted on the Hall’s Auction Services Ltd. website (the “Site”) is subject to the 
Auction Terms and Conditions of the auction as posted on the Site, as posted in the auction showroom, and as set out in 
the catalogue. Hall’s Auction Services Ltd. (the “Auctioneer”) reserves the right to periodically modify the Terms and 
Conditions and it is your responsibility to review any and all changes made to these Terms and Conditions prior to each 
use of this Site. By using the Site, you agree in advance to accept any such changes 
 
 
1. To participate in any online auction, you are required 
to register on our Site. All registration information you 
provide to the Auctioneer shall be current, complete, 
and accurate. Bidders must be 18 years of age or older. 
You will be suspended or permanently banned from the 
Site if you provide false information when registering, 
such as a false name, fraudulent contact information, or 
a stolen credit card.  
 
2. Bids left online, even bids left in “error”, are legally 
binding and are non-retractable. All bids left online 
require confirmation. Bidding errors are the sole 
responsibility of the bidder and will not be considered as 
grounds for the cancellation of any sale.  
 
Once you place a bid, and if you win, you are obligated to 
buy the lot. Placing a bid on our Site, winning the lot, then 
not paying for the purchase may result in prosecution, 
suspension or permanent ban from registering for future 
auctions.  
 
All lots offered for auction are “as is” and all sales are 
final. There are no refunds, exchanges, discounts or 
returns accepted for any reason.  
 
3. All items offered for auction are subject to a start price 
which the Auctioneer will not sell below.  
 
4. The highest bid accepted at the lot closing will be the 
winning bid. The close of a successfully bid lot signifies 
the acceptance of a contract with Hall’s Auction Services 
Ltd., selling as agent for the seller.  
 
As a Bidder you are responsible for any bids placed under 
your bidding account. The security of your Bidder 
information is your sole responsibility as you, the Bidder, 
will be responsible for any and all bids placed under your 
account.  
 

5. Online auctions begin and end at a predetermined 
date and time. If an item receives a bid during the final 
two minutes of the count-down clock there will be an 
automatic bidding extension: the bidding clock will be 
extended by two minutes - for that item alone. The time 
extensions continue until there is a two-minute period 
during which no bidding takes place on the lot.  
 
6. Auction purchases are subject to a 17% Buyer’s 
Premium on the bid price if settled by cash, certified 
cheque, Interac, or electronic transfer. Visa and 
Mastercard payments are accepted, subject to a 20% 
Buyer’s Premium.  
 
All auction purchases are subject to GST on the bid price 
and Buyer’s premium unless specifically stated 
otherwise.  
 
The Auctioneer will not be required to split payments 
between settlement methods.  
 
Invoices will be emailed to successful bidders within 8 
hours of the close of the auction. Invoices are to be 
settled within three days of the close of the auction. 
Accounts not settled by the deadline will be charged to 
the credit card used for registration.  
 
7. In the event of any dispute between bidders or in the 
event of doubt on the Auctioneers’ part as to the validity 
of any bid, the Auctioneer retains the final discretion to 
determine the successful bidder, cancel the sale, or to re-
offer and re-sell the article in dispute. If any dispute 
arises after the sale, our sales record is conclusive.  
 
The buyer will comply with all laws, statutes, ordinances 
and regulations regarding bidding, purchase and 
transport of lots. The amount and/or type of alcoholic 
beverages purchased and taken into another province, 
state or country may be limited or entirely prohibited. 
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The buyer is responsible for compliance with all 
applicable tax laws, duties and exportation and 
importation requirements. Each buyer represents and 
warrants that he or she will ensure that any purchased 
lots to be shipped will not be delivered to or received by 
any persons less than 18 years of age  
 
8. All parties bidding at the sale shall be held to have 
informed themselves as to the condition, identity, and 
authenticity of lots, and shall not be entitled to make any 
objections after the sale on any grounds whatsoever. All 
items are sold on an as-is-where-is basis and no 
guarantee is given as to their condition or suitability for 
any purpose.  
 
Potential purchasers can inspect auction items in person 
during the pre-scheduled dates and times for viewing. 
This is recommended in order to determine condition, 
size and whether any item may have been repaired or 
restored. By placing a bid online, you agree that you have 
either inspected the respective lot or have waived your 
right to do so.  
 
9. Lots purchased are to be removed from the auction 
premises within four days of the close of the auction sale. 
Lots purchased but not picked up within one week of the 
auction will be subject to storage charges of $5 per item 
per day without exception. Lots left beyond thirty days 
will be considered abandoned and will be resold, either 
by public auction or private treaty sale, and without any 
further notice, either verbal, or in writing to the 
purchaser, who shall make good any deficiencies or 
commission arising thereon.  
 
10. It is the responsibility of the buyer to make all 
arrangements for insuring, packing and removing the 
property purchased and any assistance by the 
Auctioneer, or the employees of, agents or contractors 
in packing and removal shall be rendered as a courtesy 
and without any liability to them. The Auctioneer shall 
not be liable for any errors or omissions or damage 
caused by packers and shippers, notwithstanding the 
fact that the Auctioneer may have recommended such 
shippers or packers to the purchaser.  
 
 

11. The purchaser(s) acknowledges that certain 
properties of Canadian cultural import may be subject to 
the provisions of Cultural Property Import and Export Act 
of Canada.  
 
12. Neither the seller nor any employee of Hall’s Auction 
Services Ltd. has any authority to make representation or 
warranty regarding specific lot(s) or the conduct or 
execution of the auction.  
 
13. On no account is a consignor of goods to Hall’s 
Auction Services Ltd. allowed to bid on his or her own 
merchandise.  
 
14. As a result of your participation in our online auction, 
or by inclusion on our mailing and e-mail notification list, 
we may have collected some or all of the following 
personal information: name, address, postal/zip code, 
telephone number, e-mail address, and credit card 
information. This information will only be used by Hall’s 
Auction Services Ltd. and / or Hodgins Art Auctions Ltd. 
to provide you with information regarding our products 
and services, namely upcoming auctions and events. The 
Auctioneer does not sell or rent this information.  
 
15. This agreement comprises the entirety of the 
contract between Hall’s Auction Services Ltd. and the 
buyer. The Auctioneer shall not be held liable in respect 
of any representations not made in writing herein. This 
agreement shall be governed in accordance with the 
laws of the Province of Alberta. In the event of a dispute 
hereunder, the Buyer agrees to submit to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the provincial courts and the federal 
courts sitting in the Province of Alberta. 
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1 CHINESE PORCELAIN MOON VASE -polychrome enamel hand painted with a butterfly and
fruit motif on a light blue ground with orange side handles and stopper. Likely Qing Dynasty.
Iron red stamp to the underside.
Height: 11.5 in.
120.00 - 180.00

2 CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE BOWL -a porcelain bowl polychrome enamel painted on a green
ground. Marked for Daoguang.
Size: 3.25 x 6 in.
300.00 - 400.00

3 CHINESE PORCELAIN FIGURINE -hand painted figure of a seated lady in traditional dress,
including jade bangles and with a cat on her lap. 
Size: 10.5 x 6 x 4.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

4 JAPANESE IMARI CHARGER -19th century charger with scalloped edge and decorated with
birds and central seaside  village scene.
Size: 15 in. diam
200.00 - 300.00

5 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE DRAGON BOWL -a covered bowl with dragon and cloud design.
With gold metal bands. Character mark to the underside.
Size: 3.5 x 6 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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6 CLOISONNE BOWL WITH STAND -a covered cloisonne bowl with a blue ground. Includes a
hardwood base.
Size: 5 x 10 in. (without base)
80.00 - 120.00

7 CHINESE BAMBOO BRUSH POT -Qing Dynasty brush pot with relief carvings depicting a
scene of a lotus pond.
Height: 6 in.
500.00 - 600.00

8 CHINESE ZITAN COVERED BOX -Qing Dynasty box, possibly used to store court beads.
With two cracks.
Height: 5.5 in.
300.00 - 500.00

9 HUANGHUALI BRUSH POT -a carved brush pot with relief carvings of pine trees and cranes
(symbolizing longevity).
Height: 6 in.
800.00 - 1,200.00

10 BOXWOOD GUANYIN CARVING - a Qing Dynasty carving of Guanyin. With a small chip
to the bottom and seam down the back.
Height: 8 in.
300.00 - 500.00

11 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE PORCELAIN BRUSH POT -late Qing dynasty, with depictions
of Chinese characters encircling the pot. With a chip to the lip. 
Size: 4.5 x 5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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12 CHINESE CARVED ROSEWOOD DRAGON RACK -19th century folding prop rack for
books or pictures and with carved dragon head decoration.
Size: 14 x 14 in.
600.00 - 800.00

13 CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE COVERED JAR -a jar with lid, decorated in blue and white
and depicting a seaside village and several Chinese characters.
Height: 8.5 in.
200.00 - 400.00

14 CHINESE ARCHAIC BRONZE CENSER -with dragon head spout, serpent handle and fish
decoration throughout.
Size: 7 x 8 x 5.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

15 CHINESE BRONZE CENSOR -19th century, with dragon form handles and apocryphal
six-character Xuande period reign mark to the underside.
Size: 9 x 13 x 10 in.
250.00 - 400.00

16 CHINESE ROSEWOOD TABLE SCREEN -early 1900s table screen with relief carvings of a
plum tree.
Size: 13.25 x 9.5 x 5 in.
500.00 - 800.00

17 CHINESE SATSUMA MORIAGE GINGER JAR -ovoid form jar with cover and decorated
with birds, flowers and butterflies and with a scene of ladies in the garden.
Size: 7 x 6 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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18 CHINESE SATSUMA MORIAGE VASE -vase with gilded side handles and decorated with
flowers and scenes of ladies in the garden.
Height: 8.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

19 CHINESE SATSUMA MORIAGE EGG -egg shaped ceramic decorated in florals and with
panels of ladies in the garden.
Size: 8.5 x 6 in.
100.00 - 200.00

20 CHINESE SATSUMA MORIAGE COMPOTE -a pedestal bowl moriage decorated in florals
and with panels of seaside villages and ladies in the garden. With open handles to the top.
Size: 10 x 11 x 11 in.
200.00 - 300.00

21 CARVED RHINOCEROS HORN THREE FLOWERS LIBATION CUP China, Late Ming
Dynasty 17th century

Cup Size:  3 5/8 in. high; 5 in. diameter (8.6 x 12.7 cm)
Weight:  515-520 g

The horn of honey-amber tone to the exterior darkening to black-brown in the cavetto. Carved
as a five petal apricot flower bowl with undulating rim supported by a magnolia branch lattice
base, high relief carved magnolia buds and blossoms surround the lower half while each petal
of the apricot flower bowl carved with a bas-relief quatrefoil lozenge with geometric diaper
pattern of osmanthus flowers. The interior with a single relief carving of a chilong (young
dragon) with a separately carved and affixed head. The base smoothed flat and with incised
three small dentals in a row. No other marks, seals or signature.

The cup is presented on a 19th century carved and pierced black wood (possibly stained
hong-mu Chinese rosewood) stand carved as flowering branches to match the magnolia motif
of the lower part of the cup. The top designed with a rim suggesting gnarled branches around
the flat surface supporting the cup. 

Stand Size: 2 5/8 in. high; 4 1/4 in. wide; 3 3/4 in. deep. (6.7 x 10.8 x 9.5 cm)

Overall height on stand: 6 in. (15.2 cm)
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This natural style of libation cup with a bowl supported by a pierced or lattice base can be
found in horn examples and Dehua (blanc-de-chine) porcelain examples from the late 16th
century onwards, popular for the elegant design and stability. (See a magnolia relief decorated
floral cup on short tripod feet in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
08.212.5 ex. J P Morgan collection and dated to the early 17th century -
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/41877 ). The addition of dragons onto
vessels is a tradition from the bronze age where sculptural handles, flanges and raised reliefs
often used the dragon form. In this case, the dragon appears to span a natural fissure in the
horn, and the separately carved head may be a repair replacing the original damaged head, or
may act as an anchor stabilizing the crack. The osmanthus flower diaper pattern relief is quite
unusual and rarely seen in “natural” style libation cups. Archaistic style cups mimicking bronze
age ritual vessels often use bands of diaper pattern as are seen on the bronze vessels of the
12-6th centuries BCE, but they risk taking away the natural sculptural look of cups based
around natural forms. A rare example of a diaper pattern in a natural cup can be seen in a 17th
century smooth sided cup in the Gerard Levy Collection, Paris (Jan Chapman, The Art of
Rhinoceros Horn Carving in China (London: Christie’s Books,1999) 158 pl. 195) with wide
everted rim and a single spray of prunus in low relief on one side. Against this as a backdrop a
roundel suggesting the moon is carved in very low sunken relief with an archaistic “earth”
diaper pattern. 

The three different flowers represent the full cycle of a lunar year, the apricot blooming around
the second month, magnolia around the fifth and osmanthus the last to bloom around the ninth
month. The placement of three flowers in one sculpture which are never seen together in nature
is celebrated by the artist by using different representations of each – the apricot forming a
static bowl, the magnolia buds and blossoms supporting and surrounding in a much more
realistic manner, the osmanthus relegated to a surface decoration sunk into the walls of the
apricot flower bowl. Yet the three flowers together form a concerted meaning in traditional
Chinese symbolism based on puns and rebus – the osmanthus being a pun for “distinguished”,
the magnolia representing “nobility and honour”, the apricot a rebus for “achieving success or
high placement in the civil examinations”. 

Ming (1368-1643) and Qing (1644-1911) dynasty society was focused on the civil examination
which elevated the successful into the ruling mandarin class regardless of origins. If they had
the means, they set their sons to studying the classics in preparation for the gruelling provincial,
then metropolitan and finally imperial level examinations which could assure family wealth and
honour as their successful sons rose to levels of governmental power. 

This elegant little cup is as much a delight for the eyes and hands and taste, and yet might have
been a reminder to an educated scholar official or wealthy merchant owner of the recipe and
reason for success.

Provenance: Collected by William Stirling, a British Army officer serving in China in the
nineteenth century; by descent through Grote Stirling, a civil engineer and MP in Kelowna, BC;
and then by descent through two further generations to the current owner.
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RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained. We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.
20,000.00 - 40,000.00

22 CHINESE CARVED JADE BI-DISC -Afghani jade, translucent white with orange inclusions.
Diameter: 5.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

23 SOAPSTONE FOO DOG BOOKENDS -a pair of carved figural foo dogs in a mottled grey
stone.
Size: 5 x 3 x 2 in.
80.00 - 120.00

24 VINTAGE STERLING SILVER FILIGREE FIGURE -marked .925 silver and represents a
rickshaw driver. In a wooden and glass display case and includes original box.
Size: 2 x 3 x 1.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00

25 JADEITE FOO DOG BOOKENDS -a pair of carved foo dogs sitting upon square bases.
Size: 6 x 2.5 x 3.25 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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26 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE COVERED BOX -19th century rectangular box. Loss to the
bottom.
Size: 4 x 3.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

27 CHINESE JADE STAMP IN WOODEN BOX -a rectangular stamp with a carved dragon top
and contained in a fitted wooden box with carvings and Chinese characters.
Box size: 2 x 3 x 4.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

28 "GOD OF LONGEVITY" WOODEN CARVING -heavy carving, most likely zitan.
Height: 14 in.
800.00 - 1,200.00

29 SOUTH KOREAN DOL HAREUBANG STATUE -vintage Korea Jeju Island Dol Hareubang
volcanic stone figure. The statues face features grinning expressions, bulging eyes without
pupils, a long, broad nose, and slight smile.
Size: 11 x 5 x 4.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

30 COPPER GANESH SCULPTURE -copper plated figure of Hindu God Ganesha.
Size: 14 x 14 x 6 in.
100.00 - 200.00

31 BRONZE KOI FISH FIGURE -cast bronze figure of a pond spitter in a verdigris finish.
Size: 8.75 x 7.5 x 5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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32 BRONZE KOI FISH FIGURE -cast bronze figure of a pond spitter in a verdigris finish.
Size: 10.5 x 9 x 6 in.
250.00 - 350.00

33 CHINESE CARVED BRUSH POT -early 1900s brush pot with relief carvings of farmers.
Height: 7 in.
200.00 - 300.00

34 QING DYNASTY WOODEN CARVED FIGURE -carved laughing Buddha with five children,
Hong Dou Shan, symbolizing a promising future for descendants.
Size: 7 x 12 x 8 in.
600.00 - 800.00

35 DECORATIVE FIGURAL DRAGON -a molded sculpture of a dragon on a wire framework.
Size: 7.5 x 15 x 6 in.
80.00 - 120.00

36 CHINESE OCTAGONAL WOODEN BOX -with hinged lid and brass hardware.
Size: 7.25 x 9 x 9 in.
80.00 - 120.00

37 JAPANESE LACQUER BOX -a 19th century four tier box with gold decoration.
Size: 9 x 8 x 7.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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38 CAMBODIAN STONE GARDEN BUDDHA -a carved concrete garden Buddha in a seated
position atop a lotus.
Height: 24 in.
300.00 - 400.00

39 WOODEN CARVED CHINESE ELDER/SAGE -large wooden carving of an elder holding a
staff.
Height: 24 in.
150.00 - 250.00

40 CHINESE BRASS TABLE GONG -vintage dinner gong with hand painted and carved frame.
Includes hammer. Missing bottom brace, and with a repair to the pediment. 
Size: 16.5 x 13 x 7 in.
80.00 - 120.00

41 TEAK WOOD CARVED FIGURES WITH GONG -two carved teak figures entwined carrying
a wooden gong. This is a 3-pc unit.
Height: 22 in.
300.00 - 400.00

42 CHINESE PORCELAIN MUDMAN -figure of an Asian gentleman dressed in a robe with a
glazed finish. With a chip to the base.
Height: 15.5 in.
120.00 - 180.00

43 BRONZE BUDDHA BUST -carving of a Buddha with offering. With an orange and green
patina and mounted on a square wooden plinth.
Height: 19 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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44 PAINTED METAL ELEPHANT FIGURE -an elephant figure with a painted green finish.
Size: 8 x 10.5 x 4.5 in.
60.00 - 80.00

45 WOODEN PAINTED & SEQUINED FIGURES (3) -a pair of carved and hand painted foo
lions with coloured sequins throughout and a seated monk with hands in prayer. Gilt painted
and with sequin decoration. 
Size: 10.5 x 5 x 3 in.
120.00 - 180.00

46 CHINESE CLOISONNE VASE -baluster form vase with gilt ring decoration. On a hardwood
stand.
Height: 12 in. (overall)
80.00 - 120.00

47 CHINESE CLOISONNE & CHAMPLEVE TAOTIE VASE -Chinese cloisonne vase in
baluster shape crafted with a scalloped raised reticulated shoulder featuring Taotie masks and
scrolled design throughout.
Height: 15.5 in.
400.00 - 600.00

48 ASIAN LACQUERWARE DECANTER SET (8) -set comprised of a decanter with stopper, six
small goblets and matching serving tray. With scenes of birds in flight with trees over a
burgundy ground. Minor loss to the lacquer noted. 
Decanter height: 7.5 in.
60.00 - 100.00
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49 JAPANESE CAST IRON TETSUBIN -a traditional cast iron kettle with warming base.
Height: 10 in.
100.00 - 200.00

50 ANTIQUE WHITE METAL LOT (3) -assembled grouping of etched white metal including a
handled pail, baluster form vase and a teapot.
Pail size: 7 in.
60.00 - 80.00

51 PERUVIAN CERAMIC TEAPOT -figural teapot with hand painted and hand carved detail.
Likely pre-Colombian.
Size: 5 x 7 x 4.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

52 SATSUMA MORIAGE POTTERY VASE -early 20th century vase hand decorated in raised
enamel and featuring deities and heavy gilt highlights.
Height: 10 in.
80.00 - 120.00

53 JAPANESE SATSUMA VASE -early 20th century vase with a bird and blossoms motif with
gilt decoration on a cream ground. Character mark to the underside.
Size: 10.5 x 9.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

54 CHINESE QIAN JIANG PORCELAIN VASE -18th century Famille Rose baluster form vase
decorated with Geisha amongst cherry blossom trees and clouds over a white ground.
Height: 19.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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55 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE PORCELAIN VASE -covered vase on a wooden stand. Chip to
the cover. Four character mark to the base.
Height: 17.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

56 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE COVERED JARS (2) -a pair of 20th century blue and white jars
with a leaf motif. Both with lids.
Height: 18.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

57 19th CENTURY CHINESE CRACKLE VASE -a vase with twin raised relief bands of peonies.
With minor damage noted. 
Height: 16 in.
200.00 - 300.00

58 CHINESE CERAMIC JAR -large jar of ovoid form and with a textured glaze.
Height: 14 in.
100.00 - 200.00

59 CHINESE PEKING GLASS VASE -green to blue coloured glass with bird and trees overlay. 
Size: 3.5 x 4.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

60 KOREAN CELADON CERAMICS (5) -assembled grouping of reproduction celadon including
a stout vase (with chip) , two tea cups, and three bowls. Most decorated in crane motif. All in
original wooden boxes.
Vase height: 5.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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61 CHINESE PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE TEA SERVICE (15) - a service for six comprised
of teapot, covered cream, covered sugar, six cups and saucers. Some chips are present.
200.00 - 300.00

62 JAPANESE SATSUMA BOWL -19th century bowl with impressed Kinkozan mark.
Size: 8 in. diam
200.00 - 300.00

63 KANGXI BLUE & WHITE DRAGON BOWL -a shallow bowl with interior and exterior
dragon motif. Six character underglaze mark.
Size: 2 x 9.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

64 CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PLATE PAIR -a pair of 19th century cabinet plates polychrome
enamel painted with bird and floral motif. 
Size: 9.5 in. diam
200.00 - 300.00

65 19th CENTURY CHINESE CANTON PLATE SET (10) -a set of ten Qing Dynasty plates,
hand painted with birds, flowers and butterflies on a celadon ground.
Size: 7.25 in. diam
300.00 - 400.00

66 CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PLATE PAIR -a pair of 19th century cabinet plates polychrome
enamel painted with bird and floral motif. Some slight chipping to the edges.
Size: 8.5 in. diam
200.00 - 300.00
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67 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE EXPORT PLATES (3) -a set of three shallow bowls each
depicting a seaside village, with chips and hairline cracks on two. 
Size: 9.75 in. diam (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

68 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE PORCELAIN (2) -assembled grouping comprised of a porcelain
decanter with stopper decorated with dragons and clouds,marked "HPF" and a covered section
bowl.
Decanter height: 7.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

69 PERSIAN INLAID GAME BOX -mother of pearl inlaid mosaic backgammon game. Includes
playing tokens and dice. With minor loss to the inlay. 
Size: 3.5 x 20 x 10 in. (when closed)
120.00 - 180.00

70 PERSIAN INLAID FRAMES (2) -two paintings of Persian characters on a thin bone plank.
With detailed hand painted inlaid wood Khatam frames.
Size: 12.75 x 10.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00

71 PERSIAN INLAID FRAMES (2) -two paintings of Persian characters on a thin bone plank.
With detailed hand painted inlaid wood Khatam frames.
Size: 8.75 x 6.75 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

72 PERSIAN INLAID FRAMES (2) -two paintings of Persian characters on a thin bone plank.
With detailed hand painted inlaid wood Khatam frames.
Size: 12 x 8 in.
120.00 - 180.00
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73 MINTON PORCELAIN AND BRONZE FIGURINES (3) -assembled grouping of figures
including "Geisha" - #MS26 1979, "Grecian Dancer" - MS6 1979 and "The Sage" - #MS25
1978.
Height: 10 in. (and smaller)
300.00 - 400.00

74 CHINESE PORCELAIN MUDMAN FIGURE -mudman figure of a braided hair gentleman in
traditional dress. Stamped mark on the underside.
Height: 10 in.
100.00 - 200.00

75 BONE AND BAMBOO MAHJONG SET -early 20th century set in a tin box with 148 bone
and bamboo tiles, bone counting chips, and instructions.

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained. We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.
100.00 - 200.00

76 ETCHED BRASS CAMEL FIGURE -brass with painted enamel decoration and mounted to a
wooden platform.
Size: 7.5 x 10 x 3 in.
60.00 - 80.00
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77 BRASS CAMEL BOOKENDS -a pair of figural camel bookends with relief carved figures.
Size: 8.25 x 8.5 x 2.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

78 DECORATIVE BRASS LOT (5) -assembled grouping of decorative brass including a Persian
serving tray and a four piece oversize brass utensil set.
60.00 - 80.00

79 DECORATIVE BRASS LOT (9) -assembled grouping of vintage brass items including a 4-pc,
tea service on tray, candlestick pair and three brass bowls. All with etched decoration.
100.00 - 200.00

80 DECORATIVE BRASS & COPPER GROUP (3) -assembled grouping comprised of two brass
and copper vessels, both with etched decoration and a cloisonne hinged hand painted trinket
box.
80.00 - 120.00

81 CHINESE CLOISONNE GROUP (6) -assembled grouping of decorative cloisonne including a
baluster vase on a brown ground with wooden stand, two covered jars, round pill box, cup and
a matchbook holder.
100.00 - 200.00

82 CHINESE TEA CADDY COLLECTION (3) -assembled grouping of tea caddies including a
porcelain famille rose container, a painted tin box with Chinese characters and a covered
wooden box with engraved decoration.
Size: 6 x 6 x 5 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00
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83 VINTAGE CLOISONNE GROUP (6) -assembled grouping of blue cloisonne including three
ashtrays, small baluster form vase and two small plates with stands.
Vase Height: 4 in.
Plate Diam: 5.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00

84 ASIAN STONE FIGURE COLLECTION (5) -assembled grouping of stone figures including a
stone stamp, bird, leaf form dish (with chip), seated Buddha, and a jade elder on a wooden base.
Height: 6 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

85 CHINESE CLOISONNE VASE LOT (3) -assembled grouping of three small vases including
red, green and black ground. Includes one hardwood stand.
Height: 5.5 in. (and smaller)
60.00 - 80.00

86 ASIAN PORCELAIN VASE COLLECTION (5) -assembled grouping of Chinese and Japanese
vases in assorted sizes and patterns.
Height: 11.25 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

87 CHINESE CLOISONNE GROUP (5) -assembled grouping of decorative cloisonne including
two covered jars, small teapot, shallow bowl and an ashtray.
100.00 - 200.00

88 ASIAN PORCELAIN LOT (6) -assembled grouping comprised of a famille rose figure, famille
rose bowl, Nippon dish, small plate and two Satsuma vases (crack to one)
60.00 - 80.00
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89 VINTAGE CLOISONNE GROUP (4) -assembled grouping of black cloisonne comprised of a
cylindrical vase, baluster form vase, a bell form covered jar and small plate.
Height: 7.25 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

90 ASIAN COLLECTIBLE GROUP (4) -assembled grouping comprised of a faux ivory figure
with colourful incised detailing, two hand painted covered stone jars and a relief carved snuff
bottle.
Figure height: 6.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

91 ASIAN PORCELAIN CABINET PLATE COLLECTION (4) -assembled grouping of 20th
century plates including Imari style, Satsuma style and Famille Rose.
Size: 11 in. diam (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

92 CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE COLLECTION (5) -assembled grouping of Famille Rose
decorative items including a covered jar, one plate and a matching set of three bread and butter
plates. All decorated in Famille Rose.
Jar height: 6.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

93 ASIAN TEACUP AND SAUCER GROUP -an assortment of Chinese and Japanese porcelain
cups and saucers in various sizes and patterns.
80.00 - 120.00

94 CHINESE METAL RICE POT -a tripod covered pot with aluminum lining, relief carvings and
aged green patina.
Size: 14 x 12 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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95 METAL TURTLE ASHTRAY -green metal figural turtle with removable ashtray and open
reservoir.
Size: 2.5 x 8 x 6 in.
100.00 - 200.00

96 VANDERLEI BRONZE FROG SCULPTURE -late 20th century signed and dated sculpture of
a frog on a rock. 
Size: 5.5 x 7 x 9 in.
200.00 - 300.00

97 CEREMONIAL KNIFE LOT (2) -a reproduction Republic on China Central Army Officer
Academy ceremonial dagger; and a bronze handled scraper.
Lot of Two
150.00 - 250.00

97A ASIAN ART MAGAZINES (30) - A grouping of Asian Art reference magazines, including
multiple volumes of 'Orientations', 'Arts of Asia', and some vintage auction catalogues.
50.00 - 80.00

97B ASIAN POTTERY REFERENCE BOOKS (11) - a grouping of Chinese and Japanese pottery
and ceramic reference books.
100.00 - 150.00

98 EARTHENWARE "DRAGON" POT PAIR -two large earthenware pots originally used to cure
eggs. A dragon motif encircles the pot with a rich turquoise glaze to the interior. One has loss to
the relief design. 
Size: 18 x 18.5 x 18.5 in.
300.00 - 400.00
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99 DRAGON EARTHENWARE POTS (2) -two large earthenware pots with a dragon motif
encircling the pot. With a rich turquoise glaze to the interior.
Larger Size: 20 x 20 in.
Smaller Size: 17 x 16 in.
300.00 - 400.00

100 LARGE EARTHENWARE GARDEN DRAGON VASE -monumental vase in baluster form
and decorated in glazed red and green with dragon motif.
Size: 44 x 26 x 26 in.
400.00 - 600.00

101 COVERED PORCELAIN CHINESE JAR -19th century covered jar decorated in green, blue
and red florals on a white ground.
Size: 25 x 15 in.
500.00 - 700.00

102 BRASS GONG ON CARVED WOODEN STAND -wooden frame with figural dragon topper.
Includes mallet. 
Size: 40 x 37 x 10 in.
200.00 - 300.00

103 WOODEN TIBETAN DEITY STATUE -hand painted and hand carved figure with her hands
in prayer. Standing upon a circular plinth. 
Height: 46 in.
100.00 - 200.00

104 CHINESE CAST CONCRETE DRAGON - a painted and intricately cast statuary of a dragon
in waiting position.
Size: 8.5 x 24.5 x 7 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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105 CHINESE BLUE & WHITE PLANTER -19th century square porcelain planter with hand
painted village scenes. With wide top narrowing to the base.
Size: 9.5 x 14 x 14 in.
150.00 - 250.00

106 CERAMIC ELEPHANT GARDEN STOOL -elephant-shaped base with a flat square top. With
a glazed finish.
Size: 16.5 x 20 x 9 in.
150.00 - 250.00

107 EGYPTIAN STYLE CERAMIC PLANTER ON STAND -planter painted in black and gilt
with Egyptian symbols and decoration. On a painted wooden stand. Some paint chipping is
present.
Size: 24.5 x 17 x 17 in.
200.00 - 300.00

108 CHINESE HAND DRUM -hide drum with a painted wooden handle. Chinese characters
marked to the back.
Size: 18.25 x 9.75 in.
60.00 - 80.00

109 VINTAGE BRASS JARDINIERE -with etched bird design.
Size: 13 x 11 in.
60.00 - 80.00

110 ASIAN CARVED WOODEN LOT (4) -assembled grouping comprised of three hand carved
antique Thai coconut husk ladles and a Vietnamese wooden frog instrument.
80.00 - 120.00
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111 VINTAGE PERSIAN BRASS KETTLE -large kettle with repousse decoration and wooden
handle.
Size: 17 x 19 x 13 in.
100.00 - 200.00

112 ANTIQUE BRASS JARDINIERE -with etched design and supported by three carved legs.
Size: 9.5 x 12 in.
80.00 - 120.00

113 VINTAGE PERSIAN BRASS STOOL -circular stool with pierced detail and resting on three
turned legs. Marked to the underside.
Size: 11 x 14 x 14 in.
100.00 - 200.00

114 VINTAGE BRASS HOOKAH PIPE -Malabar style brass pipe with black incised detail, square
stepped base and hose.
Height: 46 in.
200.00 - 300.00

115 THAI TRIANGLE PILLOWS (2) -two cotton triangular reading cushions with colourful
embroidery.
Size: 11 x 20 x 13 in.
100.00 - 200.00

116 MOROCCAN TRIBAL WOOD BOWL ON STAND -a hand-carved hardwood bowl on a
metal stand, used to collect milk from camels and goats in South Morocco
Size: 7.5 x 11 x 11 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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117 PRIMITIVE TEAK WOOD RICE PADDLE -a crudely carved paddle from Indonesia. Formed
from a single piece of wood.
Length: 21 in.
80.00 - 120.00

118 ANTIQUE TEAK WOODEN BOWL -deep bowl with mixing spoon/paddle.
Size: 10 x 18 in.
200.00 - 300.00

119 CARVED WATER BUFFALO HORNS -pair of Chinese carved water buffalo horns; each with
eagle and cloud motifs with inlaid eyes. On stepped hardwood stands.
Height: 13 in.
150.00 - 200.00

120 AFRICAN IVORY CARVED TUSK PAIR -a pair of relief carved hollow ivory tusks depicting
African villagers wearing ornamental hairpieces, with significant damage to the hair of one
woman. On wooden stepped bases.
Height: 21 in. (excluding stands)

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained.

We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.

This is a Pre CITES Convention specimen.
800.00 - 1,200.00
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121 CHINESE JADE TABLE SCREEN DISC -a circular carved disc in mottled yellowish/green
jade. With plate stand.
Size: 9.75 in. diam
200.00 - 300.00

122 CHINESE JADE BOWL -a translucent bowl with a mottled yellow hue.
Size: 2.25 x 5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

123 CHINESE SPINACH JADE BOWL -a small translucent bowl with a spinach colour.
Size: 2 x 4.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00

124 CHINESE SOAPSTONE URN WITH COVER -of flatten hu form, carved in low relief with a
pair of stylized dragons to the front and back, the waisted neck bracketed by a pair of mythical
beasts suspending loose ring handles with a similarly decorated lid. Green-grey hue with russet
inclusions.
Height: 10.75 in.
100.00 - 200.00

125 CHINESE JADE PENDANT COLLECTION (3) -assembled grouping of three carved jade
pendants in green, red and yellow jade.
Size: 2.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00

126 CHINESE JADE PENDANT COLLECTION (3) -assembled grouping of three carved jade
pendants in green, black and white jade (with chain).
Size: 2.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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127 CHINESE JADE PENDANT COLLECTION (3) -assembled grouping comprised of two
carved jade pendants in green and red and a green jade buckle.
Size: 2.75 in. (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

128 GENUINE AMBER PENDANT -one loose amber gemstone (free form, cabochon cut,
transparent, medium, very slightly yellowish to brownish orange). With intact bug species.
Includes local retail replacement certificate.
Size: 60mm x 47mm x 18mm
150.00 - 250.00

129 IVORY NETSUKES (2) -two netsukes with black incised detail and includes a figure of a
seated geisha and a figure of three characters sitting in a circle. Both with signatures to the
underside.
Size: 2 in. (and smaller)

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained.

We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.

This is a Pre CITES Convention specimen.

150.00 - 250.00
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130 CHINESE CARVED IVORY FIGURES (3) -assembled grouping of three figures including an
ivory netsuke depicting rats on a pouch bag, an ivory netsuke of an Asian elder with a foo dog,
rat and monkey and with colour detail and a small ivory figure of Ganesha. All on wooden
bases.
Height: 3.5 in. (and smaller)

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained. We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.
100.00 - 200.00

131 CHINESE CARVED IVORY FIGURES (4) -a grouping of carved figures including a lady
with child, monkey and cat, and a figure of a Chinese farmer (has been repaired). Also included
are two ivory netsuke representing a mother toting a child with removable basket, and a farmer
(with chips to his hat). All with black incised detailing.
Height: 6.5 in. (and smaller)

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained. We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.
150.00 - 250.00
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132 EGYPTIAN USHABTI FIGURES (2) -two carved stone figures. Purportedly from the estate of
Cardinal John Henry Newman.
Height: 4.25 in. (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

133 JAPANESE KOKESHI WOODEN DOLL GROUP (10) -a collection of hand painted wooden
dolls in an assortment of sizes. 
Height: 4 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

134 CARVED INDIAN IVORY FIGURES (9) -a collection of hand painted and hand carved
figures including merchants, man on camel and lady resting on a carpet. Some minor loss
noted.
Size: 3.5 x 4 in. (and smaller)

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained.

We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.

This is a Pre CITES Convention specimen.

400.00 - 600.00

135 CARVED IVORY TOTEM -hand painted two figure totem. Initialed "KKE" to the underside.
With loss noted on the head. 
Height: 4.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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136 IVORY JEWELLERY LOT (4) -assembled grouping comprised of three ivory beaded
necklaces with oblong and round ivory beads. Also included is a pair of ivory earrings with
gadroon motif and thin ribbons of yellow gold. Earrings are accompanied by local retail
replacement certificate.
Necklace lengths: 22 in. and shorter

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained. We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.
300.00 - 400.00

137 IVORY JEWELLERY COLLECTION (6) -assembled grouping of ivory jewellery including a
heart shaped pendant, two beaded necklaces, ring with golden band, silver pendant set with a
hand painted ivory stone and a 10kt gold chain with an oval ivory pendant engraved with an
"E".
Necklace length: 32 in. (and smaller)
Ring size: 4

RESTRICTED MATERIALS: Under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora Agreement (CITES), items offered for sale which contain
restricted materials such as ivory, tortoiseshell, whalebone, sealskin, rhinoceros horn or other
animal parts are not allowed by law to leave Canada or to be imported to most countries. It is
the Buyer's responsibility to verify whether this restriction applies to their purchases prior to
bidding. No sale shall be rescinded if the Buyer is remiss in this regard. You must ensure that
you have reviewed your country's laws before you purchase or ship any works made from, or
containing parts made from these restricted materials. It is your responsibility to obtain any
necessary permits. No sale shall be rescinded if a permit (CITES or otherwise) cannot be
obtained. We encourage you to visit the CITES website www.cites.org.
100.00 - 200.00
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138 ANTIQUE BONE BANGLE -heavy bangle most likely from a buffalo horn or similar.
Weight: 195 gm
Size:  4 x 3.5 in. (to the outside) 2.5 x 2.25 in. (to the inside)
100.00 - 200.00

139 CHINESE JADE BRACELET -mottled yellow/green colour.
Size: 2.25 in. (to the inside)
100.00 - 200.00

140 AZURITE BEADED NECKLACE -single strand beaded necklace with forty five natural stones
in graduated sizes.
Length: 20 in.
200.00 - 300.00

141 WHITE BAROQUE NECKLACE -single strand of thirty four freshwater pearls.
Length: 18 in.
200.00 - 300.00

142 KNOTTED PEARL NECKLACE -one lady's baroque shaped pearl necklace with thirty one
assorted colour pearls. Completed with a 14kt yellow and white gold diamond studded ball
clasp. Includes a third party retail replacement certificate.
Length: 18 in.

All proceeds to Skipping Stone Foundation, Calgary.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

143 SOUTH SEA BLACK PEARL JEWELLERY SET -set comprised of a 14kt yellow gold chain
set with one round black pearl and a pair of drop dangle earrings each set with a black pearl.
800.00 - 1,200.00
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144 EDWARDIAN PEARL NECKLACE one ladies fancy natural pearl and mother-of-pearl
necklace. Finished with a 9k yellow gold barrel clasp. Set with:
-four floral carved white mother-of-pearl
-numerous natural baroque pearl beads ranging from 1.3mm to 4.3mm in diameter.
Accompanied by a local retail replacement certificate.
Length: 15.5 in.
700.00 - 900.00

145 ZUNI FETISH NECKLACE & EARRINGS -three strand multi gem necklace with hand carved
fox and thunderbird detail. With a pair of matching drop dangle earrings.
Necklace Length: 25 in.
350.00 - 500.00

146 SILVER CARVED TURQUOISE EAGLE PENDANT -Each wing is on its own hinge so they
move. Signed "Auzry" to the back.
Size: 2.5 in. (wingspan)
100.00 - 200.00

147 STERLING CARVED TURQUOISE EAGLE PENDANT -by Navajo artist H. Spencer.  Each
wing is on its own hinge so they move. "Sterling" and "H. Spencer" stamped to the back.
Size: 3 in. (wingspan)
120.00 - 180.00

148 BEADED TURQUOISE NECKLACES (2) -two single strand necklaces with turquoise beads
and silver clasps.
Length: 24 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00
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149 SILVER & TURQUOISE NECKLACES (2) -two silver necklaces with turquoise beads.
Length: 30 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

150 PUEBLO INLAY SHELL NECKLACE -a Pueblo shell necklace with seed beads strung on
nylon cord. The pendant with mother of pearl and turquoise set in a shell. Most likely a Santo
Domingo (Kewa) artist. 
Length: 13.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

151 NAVAJO JEWELLERY LOT (3) -assembled grouping of silver jewellery including a coral
beaded necklace, turquoise necklace and hair comb set with a turquoise stone.
Necklace Length: 17 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

152 NAVAJO SQUASH BLOSSOM JEWELLERY SET -early 20th century silver alloy beaded
necklace and bracelet set. The necklace with large globular silver beads, twenty blossoms, and a
naja centre pendant.
Necklace length: 22 in.
800.00 - 1,200.00

153 DOUGLAS ETSITTY NAVAJO NECKLACE & COMB -two strand sterling silver beaded
necklace set with turquoise, coral and twelve talons. Also included is a Douglas Etsitty hair
comb.
Length: 15 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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154 CORAL JEWELLERY LOT (6) -assembled grouping of jewellery, all with a coral component
and includes three beaded coral necklaces, black coral ring and two red coral bracelets.
100.00 - 200.00

155 SILVER & TURQUOISE BROOCH LOT (2) -two marked sterling silver brooches, both set
with turquoise and includes a figural frog and a bow.
Size: 1.75 in.
150.00 - 250.00

156 NATIVE AMERICAN ZUNI RING & EARRING SET -assembled grouping comprised of a
ring stamped "WJ Panteah" and a pair of drop dangle earrings. Both with inlaid stones.
Ring size: 6 1/2
100.00 - 200.00

157 SILVER & TURQUOISE JEWELLERY SET (2) -assembled grouping comprised of a beaded
silver necklace and a pair of drop dangle earrings (marked Sterling), both set with turquoise
beads..
Necklace Length: 15 in.
80.00 - 120.00

158 SILVER AND TURQUOISE EARRING LOT (4) -four pair of Navajo style earrings, each set
with turquoise.
150.00 - 250.00

159 STERLING SILVER EARRING LOT (4) -assembled grouping of four pair of silver earrings,
mostly Navajo style.
100.00 - 200.00
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160 STERLING SILVER CUFF BRACELETS (2) -two bracelets, one marked Sterling and set with
five coloured gemstones. The second bracelet is unmarked and is relief carved.
Size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
100.00 - 200.00

161 ZUNI SUNFACE NAVAJO JEWELLERY SET (2) -sterling silver cuff bracelet and matching
stud earrings set with mother of pearl, black jet, turquoise & coral,
Bracelet size: 2 in. diam (to the inside)
300.00 - 500.00

162 SILVER NAVAJO JEWELLERY SET (2) -set comprised of a cuff bracelet and a pair of drop
dangle earrings. Both set in silver with turquoise.
Bracelet size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
120.00 - 180.00

163 SILVER & TURQUOISE JEWELLERY SET (2) -assembled grouping comprised of a cuff
bracelet and a ring, both set with turquoise stones.
Ring Size: 7 3/4
Bracelet size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
80.00 - 120.00

164 SILVER NAVAJO JEWELLERY SET (2) -set comprised of a cuff bracelet and a pair of
figural eagle drop dangle earrings. Both set in silver with turquoise and coral.
Bracelet size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
120.00 - 180.00

165 ZUNI INLAY NAVAJO CUFF BRACELET -with turquoise, coral and relief carvings.
Stamped "MAF" and "WE" to the inside and with a faint inscription.
Size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
100.00 - 200.00
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166 NORA TAHE NAVAJO STERLING SILVER CUFF BRACELET -artist signed and marked
sterling to the inside. 
Size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
150.00 - 250.00

167 SILVER NAVAJO CUFF BRACELET -with turquoise and coral inset stones. Stamped "F.
Enrico" to the inside.
Size: 2 in. diam (to the inside)
100.00 - 200.00

168 SILVER NAVAJO CUFF BRACELET -with pierced and braided design. Signed by the artist
"RVR".
Size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
100.00 - 200.00

169 TAA' ITSOHII NAVAJO STERLING SILVER CUFF BRACELET -artist signed and marked
sterling and RJ Scott to the inside. 
Size: 2.25 in. diam (to the inside)
100.00 - 200.00

170 ZUNI INLAY WRISTWATCH -lady's Timex watch with a Hecellicion sterling silver inlay
bracelet.
100.00 - 200.00

171 VINTAGE BEAR CLAW MONEY CLIP -unmarked Navajo silver money clip set with a
turquoise stone, genuine bear claw with carved silver feather.
Size: 2.25 x 1.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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172 ZUNI INLAY SPIRAL EARRINGS -a pair of sterling silver earrings set with assorted
gemstones. Signed "SS" Shawn Sheyka.
Length: 3 in.
100.00 - 200.00

173 DAVID ANDERSON FIGURAL OWL BROOCH -an enamel on sterling silver brooch. Signed
to the back.
Size: 1.5 x 1 in.
200.00 - 300.00

174 TIFFANY & CO SILVER CUFF BRACELET -Tiffany & Co. Sterling Silver 1837 wide cuff
bracelet features the 1837 signature design from Tiffany.
Weight: 90 gm
Size: 2 1/8 in. (to the inside)
300.00 - 400.00

175 BRASS FIGURAL NUDE LETTER OPENER -antique brass letter opener with the standing
body of a  nude lady forming the handle. She is holding her hands above her head and is
grasping a basket. From the estate of Lale Andersen, a German chanson singer-songwriter and
actress in WWII.
Length: 7 in.
100.00 - 200.00

176 LADIES ART DECO BULOVA WRISTWATCH -1940s art deco watch with 14kt rose gold
band and set with  diamonds and rubies.
400.00 - 600.00
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177 LADIES DIAMOND TENNIS BRACELET -sterling silver bracelet set with:
-fifty single cut diamonds (K/L/M, poor cut, I3)
Length: 7.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

178 .71ct LOOSE DIAMOND -one round brilliant cut diamond (0.71ct, I2, D, good cut). Laser
inscribed "GSL 88346" Includes GIS certificate.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

179 18kt WHITE GOLD TACORI DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING one ladies white gold,
diamond and moissanite ring set with:
-one round brilliant cut diamond (1.20ct, F, Colourless, laser inscribed Forever One)
-seventy nine round full cut diamonds (.85ct, WS1-VS1, F/G
-Trademark stamped Tacori.
Includes third party retail replacement certificate.
Size: 7 1/2
3,000.00 - 4,000.00

180 PLATINUM AND DIAMOND RING one lady's ring stamped Pt900 and set with:
-one round brilliant cut diamond (1.55ct, I1, I, good cut)
-twenty four round brilliant cut diamonds (0.43ct, VS, F/G, good to very good cut)
Accompanied by a third party retail replacement certificate.
Size: 6 3/4
9,000.00 - 12,000.00

181 14kt WHITE GOLD DIAMOND WEDDING SET one lady's wedding engagement ring and
band set with:
-one round brilliant cut diamond (0.47ct, I1, G, good cut)
-twenty eight round brilliant cut diamonds (2.85ct, SI-1, G/H, good cuts)
Accompanied by third party replacement certificate.

All proceeds to Skipping Stone Foundation, Calgary.
3,000.00 - 5,000.00
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182 14kt WHITE GOLD DIAMOND WEDDING SET soldered wedding set, two rings set with:
-four princess cut diamonds (0.40ct, I/J, SI 1-2, good cut)
-eighteen princess cut diamonds (0.90ct, I/J, I 1-2, medium cut)
Size: 7 1/4
800.00 - 1,100.00

183 14kt WHITE & YELLOW GOLD DIAMOND WEDDING SET engagement ring and band.
The engagement ring set with:
-one round brilliant cut diamond (0.20ct, K/SI2, chip on culet, very good cut)
Size: 6-6 1/4
650.00 - 1,000.00

184 14kt YELLOW GOLD DIAMOND WEDDING SET one lady's engagement ring set with:
-one round brilliant cut diamond (0.35ct, H, VS2, good cut)
Includes one matching wedding band. Accompanied by local retail replacement certificate.
Total rings weight: 9.78 gm
Size: 8 1/4
1,500.00 - 2,000.00

185 14kt YELLOW GOLD & DIAMOND RING one lady's pinky ring set with five round brilliant
cut diamonds (0.10ct, SI-1, G/H) in the form of a conch shell. Accompanied by third party
retail replacement certificate.
Size: 2 3/4
300.00 - 400.00

186 18kt YELLOW GOLD EMERALD & DIAMOND RING one lady's cluster ring set with:
-one square step cut emerald (0.47ct, good cut, medium dark bluish green, slightly included,
chipped)
-seventeen round brilliant cut diamonds (0.42ct, GH-HI, VS1-SI2, fair to good cuts. 
Size: 5
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
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187 14kt WHITE GOLD GEMSTONE CLUSTER RING -stamped 14kt white gold ring set with:
-one oval cut natural tanzanite (1.70ct, moderately included, moderate violetish blue, good cut)
-four marquise cut natural rubies (0.12ct, moderately included, dark red, good cut)
-ten round brilliant cut diamonds (1.00ct, G-K, VS1-I1, very good cut)
Accompanied by a third-party retail replacement appraisal.
Size: 7 1/2
2,500.00 - 3,500.00

188 14kt YELLOW & WHITE GOLD RUBY & DIAMOND RING one lady's cocktail ring set
with:
-seven round brilliant cut diamonds (0.19ct, VS1-SI2, G/H, fair to poor cut)
-twelve round cut rubies (1.26ct, SI1-SI2, good to fair cut, transparent, medium to medium
dark, moderately strong purplish red)
Accompanied by a third party retail replacement certificate.
Size: 6 1/2
700.00 - 900.00

189 ESTATE JEWELLERY - RINGS (3) -assembled grouping of rings including a 14k yellow gold
ring set with sapphires and diamonds, a 14k yellow gold ring set with a small diamond and a
10k white gold ring set with a single pearl.
Size: 7 (and smaller)
300.00 - 400.00

190 RAW AMETHYST SAMPLES (6) - a collection of raw amethyst quartz specimens, including
three druzy quartz samples, a ferrous quartz point, and two larger cluster pieces. The samples
range in length from 2.5 to 8 in.
80.00 - 120.00

191 AMETHYST CRYSTAL POINTS (7) - a collection of six raw unpolished amethyst quartz
points ranging in length from 2-3 in. long, and a larger presentation crystal cluster which is 8
in. in length.
80.00 - 120.00
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192 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY SNOW WHITE -faceted clear crystal body, unfaceted
clear crystal head and arms and expressive black eyes, eyebrows and lips. She wears a pretty
bow in Padparadscha crystal and holds a sparkling Arctic Blue chaton. Item #994881, retired
2011. Includes original box.
Size: 5 in.
250.00 - 400.00

193 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY SEVEN DWARFS -Doc, Grumpy, Bashful, Sneezy,
Dopey, Happy and Sleepy. In faceted clear crystal and unfaceted face, and topaz crystal belt
buckle. All in original boxes.
Size: 3 in.
600.00 - 800.00

194 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL MINNIE MOUSE -Minnie is made from clear crystal and has black
eyes and nose.  Item #687436. Retired in 2008. Includes original box.
Size: 4.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00

195 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY SHOWCASE  – MICKEY MOUSE -Mickey is made
from clear crystal and has black eyes and nose. Item #687414, retired 2008. Includes original
box.
Size: 4 in.
300.00 - 500.00

196 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY SHOWCASE  – GOOFY -Goofy is made from clear
crystal and has black eyes, ears and nose.  Item #690716. Retired in 2008. Includes original
box.
Size: 5.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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197 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY - PLUTO -Pluto is made from clear crystal and has black
eyes, nose, tail and nose. Item #692344. Retired in 2008. Includes original box.
Size: 3.75 x 4.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

198 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY DONALD & DAISY DUCK -made from clear crystal and
has black eyes. Item #687339 and #687320. Retired in 2008. Includes original boxes.
Size: 4 in.
300.00 - 500.00

199 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WINNIE THE POOH COLLECTION (5) -a group of Winnie-the
Pooh characters including:
-Piglet - Item #905771
-Tigger - Item #905769
-Eeyore - Item #905770
-Winnie the Pooh - Item #905768
-Title Plaque Honey Pot - Item #905772
All retired in 2010 and include origianl boxes.
Size: 4.25 in. (and smaller)
400.00 - 600.00

200 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PUFFINS -made from clear and jet crystal (with mirror backing)
and have fire opal beaks. Item #261643, retired 2009. Includes original box.
Size: 3 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

201 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL TURTLEDOVES -faceted clear crystal with eyes in jet and beaks in
topaz crystal. They are perched lovingly together on a frosted crystal branch. Item #657378,
retired 2013. Includes original box.
Size: 2.5 x 4 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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202 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BUDGIES -two clear crystal budgies have accents in light sapphire,
peridot, fire opal, and sun crystal. They have jet crystal eyes and are perched on a frosted
crystal branch. Item #680627, retired 2016. Includes original box.
Size: 3.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

203 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL TURTLEDOVES "AMOUR" -from the “Caring and Sharing”
trilogy. It depicts two turtledoves on a branch. The turtledoves are made from clear crystal and
have frosted beaks, and they sit on a frosted crystal base designed to resemble a branch/log.
Item #117895, retired 1989. Comes in original box.
Size: 2.5 x 4 in.
200.00 - 300.00

204 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BEE-EATERS -The birds feature vibrant crystal colours with their
light topaz throats, olivine crystal crowns, and black diamond beaks and cheeks. Their bodies
sparkle in clear crystal. Item #1048013, retired 2012. Includes original box.
Size: 3 x 3.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

205 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SILVER HERON -part of the “Feathered Friends” theme group.
The silver heron has an amber beak and has black feathers on the top of its head. Item #221627,
retired 2007. Includes original box.
Height: 5.75 in.
120.00 - 180.00

206 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL HYACINTH MACAWS -perched on a clear crystal branch, they
sparkle brilliantly in crystal sapphire with black diamond beaks and light topaz and jet crystal
eyes. Item #5004730, retired 2014. Comes in original box.
Size: 4 x 2.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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207 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FLAMINGO -the body in faceted clear crystal with unfaceted clear
crystal neck, head, legs and water. The feathers have rosaline crystal accents and the beak is in
rosaline and jet crystal. Item #289733. Retired 2011. Includes original box.
Height: 5.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

208 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SWALLOWS -three fully faceted clear crystal swallows sitting on
an unfaceted clear crystal branch. Their head and tail feathers are accented with black diamond
satin crystal to replicate their natural colouring. Item #892039, retired 2010. Includes original
box.
Size: 3.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00

209 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL 1988 ANNUAL EDITION WOODPECKERS -a parent
Woodpecker and a baby on a tree trunk.  Item #117937, retired 1988. Does not include original
box.
Size: 4 in.
200.00 - 300.00

210 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL MALACHITE KINGFISHERS -The hoods, tails, and accents on the
back are in Sapphire crystal. Their beaks are in Topaz crystal. The two are perched on a matte
crystal branch base. Item #623323. 
Size: 3.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

211 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BABY LOVEBIRDS -four faceted clear crystal lovebirds perched
on a frosted three-pronged arch branch. Item #199123. Retired in 2011.
Length: 4.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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212 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COCKATOO -clear crystal facetted body, a black beak and a
yellow crest. Item #261635, retired 2006. Includes original box.
Size: 3.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00

213 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL TOUCAN -made from clear crystal and sits on a frosted branch. His
beak is made from fire opal crystal. Item #234311, retired 2009. Includes original box.
Size: 3 in.
80.00 - 120.00

214 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL JESTER -made from clear crystal, with frosted face and hands, and
colour crystal balls are added on his hat, shoes and jacket. Item #275555. Retired in 2006.
Includes original box.
Size:2.25 x 3.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

215 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "MASQUERADE" TRILOGY -Columbine, Harlequin and Pierrot,
1999-2001. Annual Editions exclusive to SCS, with original boxes.
Height: 8 in. (and smaller)
300.00 - 500.00

216 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "MAGIC OF DANCE" ANNA -Anna was designed to represent the
famous ballerina Anna Pavlova and is made from clear and yellow crystal.
Item #627396. Retired in 2004. Includes original box.
Size: 7.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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217 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "MAGIC OF DANCE" ANTONIO - Antonio is the second of the
“Magic of Dance” trilogy, and is made from clear and red crystal. Item #606441. Retired in
2003. Includes original box.
Size: 8.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00

218 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "MAGIC OF DANCE" ISADORA -2002 Magic of Dance series.
Item #0279648. Includes  original box.
Height: 8 in.
100.00 - 200.00

219 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL UNICORN STANDING -unicorn was part of the “Fables and
Tales” collection. The Unicorn is made from clear crystal with a frosted horn. Item #630119.
Retired in 2009. Includes original box.
Size: 5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

220 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "FABULOUS CREATURES-THE PEGASUS" -available during
1998, Pegasus was the final piece of the “Fabulous Creatures” trilogy. Designed to stand on the
hind legs and tail, Pegasus is made predominantly from clear crystal, with a frosted crystal
mane and tail, and tabac eyes. Signed to the rear thigh. Retired 1998. Includes original box.
Length: 6 in.
120.00 - 180.00

221 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "FABULOUS CREATURES-THE UNICORN" -seated, the
unicorn's body is made from clear crystal, with the mane, tail, horn and beard being in frosted
crystal. Item #191727, retired 1996. Comes in original box.
Size: 4.5 x 5.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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222 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SYMBOLS – EAGLE -Item #624599, retired 2005. Includes
original box.
Size: 6.75 in.
150.00 - 250.00

223 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL POLAR BEAR NANUC -Nanuc Polar bear was part of the “Crystal
Classics” collection, and introduced along with the Illuliac iceberg. Item #837477. Retired in
2008. Includes original box.
Size: 6.25 in.
300.00 - 400.00

224 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SYMBOLS – PENGUIN MOTHER & BABY -Item #627067,
retired 2005. Includes original box.
Size: 4.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

225 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SYMBOLS – PENGUIN FATHER -Item #627068, retired 2005.
Includes original box.
Size: 5.25 in.
200.00 - 300.00

226 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL 2016 LION MOTHER -stunning piece sparkles brilliantly in light
brown crystal with an incredible 786 facets. Item #5135895. Retired in 2016. Includes original
box.
Size: 3 x 7.25 in.
300.00 - 500.00
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227 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL AKILI LION -SCS Annual Edition 2016 Lion Akili is the most
technologically advanced lion Swarovski has ever created. It is expertly crafted in light and
dark brown crystal with an incredible 941 facets for maximum brilliance.  Item #5135894.
Retired in 2016. Includes original box.
Size: 5 x 6 x 1.5 in.
400.00 - 600.00

228 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COMPANION TIGER CUBS -fully facetted golden shine crystal
with satin crystal stripes. Item #1016678 and #5173246, retired 2010. Includes original boxes.
Height: 2.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

229 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COMPANION TIGER CUB -fully facetted golden shine crystal
with satin crystal stripes. The nose is in sparkling padparadscha crystal.
Item #1051686, retired 2010. Includes original box.
Size: 2 x 3.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

230 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL CINTA THE ELEPHANT -Cinta shines in Crystal Light Sand and
was the SCS annual edition piece for 2013. It comes with a Crystal Moonlight title plaque in
the shape of a lotus flower, engraved with Cinta 2013 and the designer Elisabeth Adamer’s
signature.  Item #1137207, retired 2013. Includes original box.
Size: 4.5 x 7 x 2.5 in.
250.00 - 400.00

231 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COMPANION YOUNG ELEPHANT -created in crystal light sand.
Its trunk is turned up and can be wrapped around the tail of its mother.  Item #1142862, retired
2013. Includes original box.
Size: 2 x 3.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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232 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL 2018 MUDIWA GIRAFFE -sparkling with 651 facets of
expertly-cut crystal, it features a special fading effect to emulate the graceful fur pattern of the
animal. The design has been titled Mudiwa, which means ‘beloved one’ in the Africa language
of Shona. Item #5301550, retired 2018. Includes original box.
Size: 8 in.
300.00 - 500.00

233 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL GIRAFFE BABY -sparkling with 461 facets, it features a special
fading effect to emulate the graceful fur pattern of a giraffe. This piece was exclusively
available in 2018 to SCS members only.  Item #5302151. Retired in 2018. Includes original
box.
Size: 5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

234 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL GORILLA MOTHER AND BABY -the gorillas are made entirely
from Black Diamond crystal, with the exception of the jet crystal eyes. The gorillas bodies are
made with faceted crystal, while the hands and feet are unfaceted.  Item #952504, retired: 2009.
Includes original box.
Size: 5 in. (and smaller)
200.00 - 300.00

235 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COMPANION GORILLA CUB -mischievous gorilla cub is made
from faceted black diamond crystal, with jet crystal eyes. Item #955440. Retired in 2009.
Includes original box.
Size: 2.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

236 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL ZEBRA -part of the Rare Encounters collection. The eye-catching
stripes are achieved with a crystal marron coating and are highlighted beautifully by the
animal’s clear crystal body. Item #1050853, retired: 2012. Includes original box.
Size: 4.5 x 5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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237 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL GAZELLE -Gazelle sparkles with 474 facets. Item #5301551,
retired 2018. Includes original box.
Size: 4 x 3 in.
100.00 - 200.00

238 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WHALES "CARE FOR ME" -from the “Mother and Child” trilogy.
The Whales are made from clear crystal and they are swimming on top of a clear wave. Item
#164614, retired 1992. Comes in original box.
Size: 4 x 3.5 in.
120.00 - 180.00

239 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL ORCA -made from clear crystal, and is represented as riding a
smooth wave. Item #622939. Retired in 2006. Includes original box.
Size: 4 in.
100.00 - 200.00

240 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SEA TURTLES BABY -faceted clear crystal on a matte crystal
base. Item #826480, retired 2011. Includes original box.
Size: 3.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

241 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WONDERS OF THE SEA "ETERNITY" -from Swarovski
'Wonders of the Sea Trilogy - Eternity' plaque includes mirror, ocean card stock, and name
plaque by Heinz Tabertshofer. Item #726028. Retired in 2007. Original box is included.
Size: 8 x 7.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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242 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WONDERS OF THE SEA "COMMUNITY" --from Swarovski
'Wonders of the Sea Trilogy - Community' plaque includes mirror, ocean card stock, and name
plaque by Heinz Tabertshofer.  Item #854650. Retired in 2007. Includes original box.
Size: 8 x 7.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

243 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WONDERS OF THE SEA "HARMONY" -from Swarovski
'Wonders of the Sea Trilogy - Harmony' plaque includes mirror, ocean card stock, and name
plaque by Heinz Tabertshofer.  Item #681823. Retired in 2007. Original box is included.
Size: 8 x 7.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

244 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SCHOOL OF FISH -four fish in facetted clear crystal with eyes in
modora wal crystal which are swimming around underwater coral which is made from matte
crystal. Item #666355. Retired in 2010. Includes original box.
Size: 3.25 x 3.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

245 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DOLPHIN MOTHER -clear crystal with a silver shade coating.
Item #5043617. Retired in 2016. Includes original box.
Size: 3.25 x 3.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

246 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DOLPHIN ON A WAVE -the graceful and elegant dolphin jumps
the waves of the ocean with its sleek body in faceted clear crystal and Sahara crystal eyes. The
base, which depicts the water, comes in smooth clear crystal. Item #190365. Retired in 2011.
Includes original box.
Size: 4 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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247 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY - SORCERER MICKEY -Mickey’s head and ears are in
black diamond crystal and his jet crystal nose add the gleam of a wizard. A topaz crystal bow
glows at the waist. Item #955427. Retired in 2009. Includes original box.
Size: 2.75 in.
100.00 - 200.00

248 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY - DOPEY -Dopey has 399 facets in a dreamy array of
crystal colours, including a green coat and a violet hat. Item #5428558. Retired in 2019.
Includes original box.
Size: 2.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00

249 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY – THUMPER RABBIT -Thumper's body shines in faceted
clear crystal, his nose sparkles in rose crystal and his eyes gleam in jet crystal. Item #943597.
Retired in 2011. Includes original boxes.
Size: 2.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00

250 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DISNEY BAMBI FIGURES (2) -lot includes:
-Flower Skunk - Item #943601
-Friend Owl - Item #943953
Both retired in 2010 and include original boxes.

200.00 - 300.00

251 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FROGS (3) -assembled grouping of crystal frogs including:
-Frog Baby - Item #286313
-Frog with Green Eyes - Item #183113
-Dart Frog - Item #955439
All include original boxes.
Size: 1.75 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00
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252 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LOVLOTS FROGS -lot includes:
-Lovlots in Love - Angelo & Angelina Frogs - Item #5136524
-Lovlots City Park - Romeo the Frog - Item #1041376
All in original boxes.
Size: 1.25 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

253 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PARADISE ANIMALS – FROGS -this pair of Swarovski frogs
sparkles in a combination of vibrant crystal colours. Item #5136807. Retired in 2019. Includes
original box.
Size: 3 in. (and smaller)
300.00 - 400.00

254 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PANDA MOTHER WITH BABY -both animals sparkle in clear
and black crystal, imitating the natural colouring of this endangered species. A member of the
Rare Encounters collection.
Item #5063690. Retired in 2020. Includes original box.
Size: 3.25 in. (and smaller)
250.00 - 400.00

255 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PANDA MOTHER & BABY (2) -he Panda was the first animal
produced by Swarovski to use so much black crystal, as up until then black crystal had mainly
only been used for eyes/noses. Lot includes:
-Panda mother - Item #181080
-Panda baby - Item #181081
Includes original boxes.
Size: 2 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

256 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PANDA CUB -limited edition to SCS members, a seated panda
chewing on bamboo. Item #905543, retired 2008. Includes original box.
Height: 2.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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257 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DRAGON WITH WOODEN STAND -the dragon is made from
faceted clear crystal and Light Topaz eyes, has smooth and matt crystal details and a crystal
ball. It comes on a beautifully polished teak wood stand. Item #238202, retired 2013. Includes
original box.
Size: 3.5 x 6 x 2.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

258 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DRAGON -the dragon is made from faceted clear crystal with matte
crystal details and a crystal ball. Item #238202, retired 2013. Includes original box.
Size: 4 x 5 x 2 in.
200.00 - 300.00

259 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL STALLION ARABIAN -The Arabian stallion has a clear, faceted
body, with a frosted tail, mane and base. Item #221609. Retired in 2006. Includes original box.
Size: 4.25 in.
120.00 - 180.00

260 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FOALS -a pair of foals embracing. Item #627637, retired 2011.
Includes original box.
Size: 3.5 in.
120.00 - 180.00

261 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL STALLION WHITE -white stallion was part of the “Horses on
Parade” collection and is made from clear crystal with frosted tail and mane. Item #174958,
retired 2005. Includes original box.
Size: 4.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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262 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DOE -crystal doe was part of the “Rare Encounters” group. It has a
clear crystal facetted body, smooth moulded crystal legs, black eyes and nose. Item #247963,
retired 2006. Includes original box.
Size: 3.75 in.
150.00 - 250.00

263 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DEER FAWNS (2) -two crystal deer fawns including:
-Fawn - Item #235045
-Roe Deer Fawn - Item #183271
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.5 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

264 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SQUIRREL & RACCOON -crystal figures including:
-Squirrel - 10th SCS Anniversary - Item #208433
-Raccoon - Item #5301563
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

265 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LOVLOTS CATS (2) -lot includes:
-Lovlots House of Cats - Theo the Cat - Item #995010
-Lovlots Pioneers - Leeroy Lion - Item #887731
Both in original boxes.
Size: 1.25 x 2 in.
100.00 - 200.00

266 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LOVLOTS GANG OF DOGS (6) -assembled grouping of dog
figures including:
-Salvatore (Great Dane) - Item #935721
-Violetta (Poodle) - Item #2008 LE 935719
-Peppino (Basset Hound) - Item #935720 (2)
-Tomasino (Bulldog) - Item #935718 
-Robby B Dog - Item #840908
All in original boxes.
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Size: 2 in. (and smaller)
200.00 - 300.00

267 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LOVLOTS ANIMALS (3) -assembled grouping comprised of :
-Lovlots Pioneers - Joe and Harry Mice - Item #843090-Lovlots City Park - Gracy the Squirrel
- Item #1041377
-Lovlots Pioneers - Shina Snail - Item #839826
All in original boxes.
Size: 1.5 x 2 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

268 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL HAPPY DUCK GROUP (4) -assembled grouping of four happy
ducks including:
-Duck J - Item #1049592
-Crocodile Duck - Item #1143324
-Happy Birthday Duck - Item #1078531
-Sunny Sam - Item #1041295
All include original boxes.
Size: 2 x 2.25 in.
200.00 - 300.00

269 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LOVLOTS MOS (6) -assembled grouping of Mos including:
-Soccer Championship Mo - Item #5004629
-Lucky Mo - Item #1096750
-Magic Mo with Pumpkin - Item #1139968
-Hot Chili Mo - Item #1173065
-Halloween Mo - Item #1016560
-Ice Mo - Item #5166275
All in original boxes.
Size: 1.75 in.
300.00 - 500.00
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270 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PEACOCK -created in capri blue and emerald crystal with
iridescent aurora borealis effect and is poised on a clear crystal rock. It was only available to
SCS members and in 2013.  Item #1142861, retired 2013. Includes original box.
Height: 2.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

271 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "CRYSTAL PLANET" -Millenium edition, blue crystal globe with
bird of peace. Item #238985. Includes original box.
Size: 5 x 5 x 2.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

272 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL RED CROWNED CRANES -clear crystal with light siam caps and
accents in black diamond crystal. Item #1142860, retired 2013. Includes original box.
Size: 3.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00

273 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL HUMMINGBIRD -made from clear crystal, the hummingbird’s
eyes are black crystal, while the base is made from frosted crystal. Item #166184, retired 2007.
Includes original box.
Size: 2.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

274 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BIRD GROUP (3) -assembled grouping of birds including:
-Baby Bird - Item #840329
-Parrot with colour beak -Item #294047
-Toucan on Branch - Item #119441
All include original boxes.
Size: 2.5 in. (and smaller)
120.00 - 180.00
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275 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SWAN GROUP (2) -assembled grouping of swan figures including:
-Centenary Swan - Item #187407
-Swan Family - Item #243373
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2 in.
100.00 - 200.00

276 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL GOOSE FAMILY (4) -made from clear facetted crystal, with black
eyes, and the beaks and feet are in frosted crystal. Group includes:
-Goose Mother - Item #174960
-Gosling Tom - Item #174961
-Two Gosling
All in original boxes.
Size: 2.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

277 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "SANTA MARIA" SHIP -Santa Maria was part of the “When we
were Young” series. with mirror platform. Item #162882, retired 2005. Comes in original box.
Size: 3.5 x 4.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

278 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SAILING LEGEND & DISPLAY -sailing legend was part of the
“When we were Young” series. Includes a blue acrylic stand. Item #619436. Retired in 2006.
Includes original boxes.
Size: 4.25 in. (without stand)
120.00 - 180.00

279 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SEALS "SAVE ME" -from the “Mother and Child” trilogy. The
Seals are made from clear crystal and they are sitting on top of a clear ice floe. Item #158850,
retired 1991. Comes in origianl box.
Size: 2 x 4.25 in.
120.00 - 180.00
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280 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SEA LIONS (2) -two crystal sea lion figures including:
-Sea Lion Mother - Item #679592
-Sea Lion Baby - Item #221120
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.5 x 3 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

281 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WALRUS made from clear crystal, with black eyes and frosted
tusks. Item #153901, retired 1993. Includes original box.
Length: 4 in.
100.00 - 200.00

282 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SHARK BABY -baby shark was part of the “South Sea” theme
group and has a clear body. The base of the base is also clear. Item #269236. Retired in 2004.
Includes original box.
Size: 2 x 4.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

283 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DOLPHINS (2) -two crystal figures including:
-Dolphin Baby - Item #5043633
-Dolphin Baby - Item #678507
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00

284 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DOLPHINS "LEAD ME" -from the “Mother and Child” trilogy.
The Dolphins are made from clear crystal and they are swimming on top of a clear crystal
wave. Item #153850, retired 1990. Comes in original box.
Size: 3 x 5 in.
120.00 - 180.00
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285 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL CRABS (2) -two crystal crab figures including:
-Crab Mini - Item #206481
-Hermit Crab - Item #671837
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

286 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WHALE -made from clear crystal and has green/black eyes and a
frosted mouth. Item #014483, retired 1991. Includes original box.
Length: 3.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00

287 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL ORCA -part of the “South Sea” collection. The piece is made from
clear crystal, and is represented as riding a smooth wave. Item #622939. Retired 2006. Includes
original box.
Length: 4 in.
100.00 - 200.00

288 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL TURTLES (4) -a grouping of crystal turtles including:
-Lovlots Winwin Turtle - Item #839869
-Tortoise - Item #210085
-two Tortoise Golden Teak - Item #954679
All include original boxes.
Size: 2.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00

289 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FISH COLLECTION (4) -assembled grouping of four fish from the
South Sea collection and includes:
-blue Siamese fighting fish - Item #236718
-green Siamese fighting fish - Item #261259
-Lion fish - Item #604011
-red Siamese fighting fish - Item #660941
All in original boxes.
Size: 3.5 x 2.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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290 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SEAHORSES (3) -assembled grouping of crystal seahorse figures
including:
-Seahorse - Item #168683
-Chipili Seahorse Aquamarine - Item #656653
-Seahorses - Item #885589
All include original boxes.
Size: 3.75 in. (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

291 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FISH COLLECTION (4) -assembled grouping of fish from the
Exotic Fish and South Sea collection including:
-Paradise Fish - Item #626205
-Catumbela - Item #656974 
-Coporita - Item #626200
-Chira - Item #626204
All in original boxes and come with stands.
Size: 2 x 3 in.
200.00 - 300.00

292 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FISH COLLECTION (4) -assembled grouping of fish including: 
-Telescope fish - Item #631103
-Goldfish Mini - Item #202103
-Butterfly fish small - Item #670819
-Carp baby - Item #211743
80.00 - 120.00

293 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FISH COLLECTION (4) -assembled grouping of fish, all with clear
crystal bodies and frosted coral bases. Lot includes:
-Tang Fish with Blue - Item #886180
-South Sea Fish - Item #171709
-Butterfly Fish - Item #162888
-Butterfly Fish Longnose - Item #666567
All in original boxes.
200.00 - 300.00
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294 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL SNAILS (2) -two crystal snail figures including:
-Snail on a vine leaf - Item #196501
-Snail babies on a vine leaf - Item #268196
Both include original boxes.
Size: 1.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

295 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL RABBIT GROUP (3) -lot of crystal rabbits including:
-Rabbit Large - Item #905778
-Rabbit Mini - Item #014848
-Bunny Rabbit - Item #208326
All include original boxes.
80.00 - 120.00

296 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WOODLAND ANIMALS (4) -assembled grouping of forest
animals including:
-Raccoon - Item #5301563
-Fox - Item #5488902
-Groundhog - Item #289305
-Mushrooms - Item #119206
All include original boxes.
Size: 2 in. (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

297 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD & WOLF -Red Riding Hood with
Basket - Item #191695, with frosted face, arms and legs, Red Riding Hood carries a separate
crystal basket.
-Wolf - Item #207549
The wolf is made from clear crystal, with a frosted tail.
Both include origianl boxes.
Size: 3.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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298 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL MICE GROUP (3) -assembled grouping of crystal mice including:
-Field Mice (set of 3) - Item #181513
-Field Mouse - Item #162886
-Mouse with Cheese - Item #5004691
All include original boxes.
Size: 1.5 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

299 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BEAVER FAMILY (3) -beaver family made from clear crystal and
has black eyes and frosted teeth. Group includes:
-Beaver Mother - Item #164637
-Beaver Baby sitting - Item #164638
-Beaver Baby Lying - Item #164639
All include original boxes.
Size: 1.5 x 3.25 in. (and smaller)
120.00 - 180.00

300 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BEAR MOTHER -fully faceted clear crystal body with Jet crystal
eyes and nose. Item #866263. Retired in 2010. Includes original box.
Size: 4 in.
150.00 - 250.00

301 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BABY BEARS (3) -collection of baby grizzly bears and includes:
-Grizzly Cub - Item #261925
-Bear Brother - Item #866407
-Bear Sister - Item #886308
All in original boxes.
Size: 2 x 2.25 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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302 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL GRIZZLY -grizzly bear is part of the “Rare Encounters” group. The
grizzly has a clear facetted body and a moulded crystal head. Item #243880, retired 2006.
Includes original box.
Size: 3.5 in.
250.00 - 400.00

303 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL POLAR BEAR -made from clear crystal and has black eyes and
nose. 
Item #013747. Retired in 1997. Includes original box.
Size: 2 x 3.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

304 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BEARS (2) -two clear, facetted crystal bears with black eyes and
noses. Includes large and small bear. Item #010009 and #012262. Includes original boxes.
Size: 2.75 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

305 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL KOALA BEAR COLLECTION (3) -assembled grouping of koala
bears including:
-Koala mother and baby - Item #955423
-Koala - Item #014366
-Koala (no item #)
All in original boxes.
Size: 3 in. (and smaller)
120.00 - 180.00

306 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL RHINOS (2) -two crystal rhinos including:
-Large Rhino - Item #117900
-Rhino - Item #622941
Both include original boxes.
Size: 3 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00
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307 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL MONKEYS (2) -two crystal monkeys including:
-Chimpanzee - Item #221625
-Young Gorilla - Item #273394
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.5 in. (and smaller)
120.00 - 180.00

308 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL INSPIRATION AFRICA KUDU -Made from clear crystal, the kudu
has twisted horns made from frosted crystal. Item #175703, retired 1994. Includes original box.
Size: 4.5 x 4 x 2.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

309 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS (2) -two crystal figures including:
-Kiwi - Item #160797
-Kangaroo with Baby Joey - Item #181756
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.25 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

310 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL INSPIRATION AFRICA ELEPHANT -Made from clear crystal,
with frosted tusks and black eyes.  Item #16990, retired 1993. Includes original box.
Size: 3.5 x 4.25 x 3.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

311 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL ELEPHANTS (2) -two crystal elephants including:
-Elephant Little - Item #674587
-Elephant with Frosted Tail - Item #015169
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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312 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL HIPPOS (2) -two crystal hippo figures including:
-Hippopotamus - Item #622940
-Large Hippo - Item #015187
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.75 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

313 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LEOPARD -made from clear crystal and was part of the “African
Wildlife” theme group. Item #217903, retired 2004. Includes original box.
Length: 5.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

314 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LION STANDING ON A ROCK -part of the “Rare Encounters”
collection. Made from clear and frosted crystal. Item #269377. Retired in 2008. Includes
original box.
Size: 4.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00

315 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL INSPIRATION AFRICA LION -SCS Annual 1995 "Inspiration
Africa" - the Lion. Item #185410, retired 1995. Includes original box.
Size: 2.75 x 5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

316 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL CHEETAH HIGH TAIL -crystal cheetah was a member of the
“African Wildlife” group. Item #183225, retired 2004. Includes original box.
Size: 3.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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317 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL TIGER -tiger was a member of the “Endangered Species” collection
and is made from clear crystal.  Item #220470. Retired in 2002. Includes original box.
Size: 5.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

318 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL CAMEL -A member of the Dromedary family, it only has one
hump. The body of the piece is made from clear crystal with frosting to the head and the end of
the tail, and it stands on a large frosted base, which is designed to look as if the camel is
standing in sand. Item #247683. Retired in 2004. Includes original box.
Size: 5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

319 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL GIRAFFE BABY -baby giraffe has a clear crystal body, with the
mane and horns in frosted crystal.  Item #236717, retired 2007. Includes original box.
Height: 5.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00

320 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DOG GROUP (3) -assembled grouping of crystal dog figures and
includes:
-German Shepherd - Item #235484
-St. Bernard Puppy - Item #201111
-One other
All in original boxes.
Size: 2.25 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

321 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL POODLE DOG GROUP (3) -a group of poodles with clear crystal
head and body, black eyes and nose. Lot includes:
-Poodle standing with clear tail - Item #167571
-Poodle Sitting - Item #181317
-One Other
All include original boxes.
Size: 2.25 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00
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322 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DALMATION MOTHER & PUPPIES (3) -family of Dalmations
with black ears, nose, eyes and body spots, the rest of the pieces are made from clear crystal.
Lot includes:  
-Dalmation Mother - Item #628948
-Dalmation Puppy Sitting - Item #628909
-Dalmation Puppy Standing - Item #628947 
All in original boxes.
Size: 3 in. (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

323 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL CAT GROUP (4) -assembled grouping of cat figures including:
-Kitten with pink ball of wool - Item#631856
-Kitten lying with blue ball of wool - Item #631857
-Tom Cat - Item #198241
-Cat Begging - Item #162887
Size: 1.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00

324 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL CHINESE ZODIAC GROUP (12) -a set of twelve Chinese zodiac
animals. The animals include an ox, pig, rooster, rat, snake, goat, dog, horse, monkey, rabbit,
tiger, and dragon. The figurines come in the original boxes.
Size: 1.25 in. (average size)
200.00 - 300.00

325 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DINO DINOSAUR -the dinosaur called Dino has a clear crystal
body and his comb and plates are in colour crystal ranging from yellow through amber to red.
Item #268204. Retired in 2006. Includes original box.
Size: 2.75 x 3 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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326 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL FARM ANIMALS (4) -assembled grouping of farm animals
including:
-Sheep Mother - Item #631437
-Lamb with Black Face - Item #654305
-Little Lamb - Item #651875
-Calf - Item #905776
Size: 1.75 x 2.5 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

327 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL ROOSTERS & HENS (4) -assembled grouping of farmyard birds
including:
-Cockerel/Rooster - Item #014497
-Cockerel with Colour - Item #247759
-Hen with Colour - Item #608721
-Cockerel no Colour.
All include original boxes.
Size: 2 in (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

328 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BIRD GROUP (6) -assembled grouping of birds including:
-Dove - Item #191696
-Pelican - Item #171899
-Owlet - Item #188386
-Three others without item numbers.
All include original boxes.
Size: 1.75 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

329 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL COBRA SNAKE -made from clear facetted crystal and has a
rhodium forked tongue. Item #243979, retired 2004. Includes original box.
Size: 2.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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330 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL ALLIGATOR & CROCODILE -two crystal figurines including:
-Alligator - Item #221629
-Baby Crocodile - Item #5135898
Both include original boxes.
Length: 3.25 in.
80.00 - 120.00

331 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL GECKO & CHAMELEON -two crystal reptiles including:
-2008 Event piece Gecko - Item #905541
-Chameleon with colour crystal - Item #291134
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2.75 in.
80.00 - 120.00

332 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL BEES (2) -two crystal bees including:
-Bumblebee on Wild Flower - Item #244639
-Bee on Flower - Item #166185
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2 in.
100.00 - 200.00

333 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL JUBILEE "BEE ON A FLOWER" -the bee is made from clear
crystal and sits on a clear flower which has a light peach crystal stamen. Item #871895. Retired
in 2007. Includes original box.
Size: 3.5 x 3 in.
80.00 - 120.00

334 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL LADYBUGS (2) -two crystal ladybugs including:
-Ladybug on Flowers - Item #842804
-Ladybug - Item #190858
Both include original boxes.
Size: 2 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00
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335 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL DRAGONFLY COLLECTION (4) -assembled grouping of crystal
dragonflies including:
-Dragonfly - Item #5004731
-Dragonfly - Item #5005062
-Dragonfly Alibey Jonquil - Item #243085
-Dragonfly - Item #190264
All include original boxes.
Size: 4 x 3.75 in. (and smaller)
200.00 - 300.00

336 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PARADISE BUGS (3) -assembled grouping of crystal bugs
including:
-Grasshopper Aptera - Item #250468
-Fly Akima - Item #250470 
-Bee Alipur -Item #250477
All include original boxes.
Size: 1.75 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

337 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS (4) -assembled grouping of
instruments including:
-Saxophone - Item #211728
-Harp - Item #169245
-Violin with Bow and Stand - Item #203056
-Lute - Item #169246
All in original boxes.
Size: 4 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

338 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "WHEN WE WERE YOUNG" LOT (4) -assembled grouping of
transport vehicles from the "When we were Young" collection including:
-Airplane - Item #152111
-Sailing Boat - Item #183269 (with repair)
-Vintage Car - Item #151753
-Mini Train set with Mirror - Item #193014
All include original boxes.
150.00 - 250.00
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339 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL JOURNEYS COLLECTION (3) -assembled grouping with gold
detailing and including: 
-Lighthouse - Item #253445
-Castle - Item #243449
-Chinese Junk Ship - Item #272708
All in original boxes. 
Size: 3 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

340 SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL "CRYSTAL MEMORIES" COLLECTION -a collection of fourteen
figures, all with gold accents. Lot includes lantern, camera, ski, sand timer, bicycle, anchor,
tennis racket, boat, balloons, gift, Treasure Island, book, skate and backpack. All in original
boxes.
80.00 - 120.00

341 CARAN D'ACHE PEN SET -cased set of Swiss made pens including a gold-filled fountain pen
and a gold filled mechanical pencil.
500.00 - 800.00

342 VISCONTI "VAN GOGH" FOUNTAIN PEN -green resin pen in the "Van Gogh" style. Made
in Italy.
200.00 - 400.00

343 STIPULA  "ETRUPIA" FOUNTAIN PEN -blue and green resin pen in the "Etrupia" style.
Made in Italy.
200.00 - 400.00
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344 VISCONTI "VAN GOGH" FOUNTAIN PEN -orange resin pen in the "Van Gogh" style. Made
in Italy.
200.00 - 400.00

345 VISCONTI "FIRENZA" FOUNTAIN PEN -orange and grey resin pen in the "Firenza" style.
Made in Italy.
200.00 - 400.00

346 CRYSTAL INKWELL & PEN -assembled grouping including a square crystal inkwell with
hinged lid and a calligraphy pen and nibs on a tray.
Inkwell size: 4 x 2.5 x 2.5 in.
60.00 - 80.00

347 ANTIQUE GLASS INKWELL -a square inkwell with hinged metal lid.
Size: 5.5 x 4 x 4 in.
60.00 - 80.00

348 SCENT BOTTLE COLLECTION (3) -assembled grouping of three perfume bottles including a
crystal bottle with sterling silver band, a small green stone bottle and a mid century resin bottle.
Height: 5 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

349 VINTAGE GLASS SCENT BOTTLE COLLECTION (5) -assembled grouping of glass scent
bottles including three with atomizers.
Height: 6 in. (and smaller)
60.00 - 80.00
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350 WATERFORD CRYSTAL MANTEL CLOCK -Waterford crystal carriage clock in the
Lismore pattern.
Height: 7.25 in.
120.00 - 180.00

351 GLASS CROWN BRIDE'S BANK -clear glass crown shaped vase with clear glass loops. 
Size: 6.5 x 8 x 8 in.
80.00 - 120.00

352 BOHEMIAN CRYSTAL DECANTER - a tall heavy cut crystal decanter with stopper, bearing
paper label.
Height: 24 in.
150.00 - 250.00

353 ROSENTHAL "INCA" CRYSTAL VASE LOT (3) -assembled grouping of three Studio Linie
vases in Inca pattern. All with acid etched mark to the underside.
Size: 7.5 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

354 ORREFORS CRYSTAL BOWL SET -two clear crystal square bowls with horizontal cuts to
one side. Marked "MR5258/13 and MR5258/12"
Size: 5 x 7.5 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

355 KOSTA BODA GLASS SET (4) -a set of four 1960s glass candle holders in the "Polar Ice"
pattern,
Height: 7.25 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00
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356 ITALIA GLASS CANDLE HOLDER SET (3) -a set of three textured glass Timo Sarpaneva
"Festivo" candlesticks.
Height: 8.5 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

357 LALIQUE "DANSEUSE" NUDE FIGURE -"Danseuse" nude dancer frosted and clear crystal
figurine. Signed Lalique, France to the base.
Height: 9.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

358 DECORATIVE GLASS (2) -lot comprised of a clear to red glass bud vase and a glass
paperweight bearing a paper label from Birks.
Height: 8.25 in. (and smaller)
60.00 - 80.00

359 WESTMORELAND MILK GLASS COVERED COMPORT -milk glass comport with hand
painted decoration. Cover can also be used as a base. Marked "W" to the inside of the cover.
Size: 10 x 5 x 5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

360 VINTAGE FENTON MILK GLASS (2) -two hobnail milk glass items including a tall vase and
a covered candy dish. Both marked Fenton to the underside.
Vase Height: 20 in.
80.00 - 120.00

361 ROYAL CROWN DERBY IMARI COVERED JAR SET (2) -a pair of 1930s miniature milk
can jars with covers. In classic Imari colours.
Height: 2.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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362 ROYAL CROWN DERBY IMARI COVERED JAR SET (2) -a pair of hexagonal jars with
covers. Decorated in classic Imari colours. 
Height: 4.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

363 CRUMMLES ENGLISH ENAMEL PILL BOX -hinged and enameled on copper and hand
decorated. "Anno Domini, 1977" in original box.
Size: 1.25 x 2 in.
80.00 - 120.00

364 BESWICK "WINNIE THE POOH" FIGURES (6) -a collection of Walt Disney porcelain
figurines including Christopher Robin, Winnie the Pooh, Eeyore, Kanga, Owl and Rabbit.
Size: 5 in. (and smaller)
250.00 - 400.00

365 VINTAGE SADLER TEAPOT -porcelain teapot with a burgundy ground and central hand
painted floral scene. With gilt highlights and a bow finial.
Size: 6 x 10 x 4 in.
80.00 - 100.00

366 COALPORT LOVING CUP -with twin-scroll handles, painted with floral bouquet to each side,
circa 1870. With a crack to the bottom of one handle. 
Size: 5.5 in.
Provenance: Estate of Sheila Mackenzie, Calgary
100.00 - 150.00

367 CROWN DEVON PORCELAIN CHAMBER POT -19th century handled pot with pink floral
sprays.
Size: 5 x 9 in.
60.00 - 80.00
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368 WATERBURY PORCELAIN MANTEL CLOCK -late 19th century porcelain clock, Parlor
#93 In cobalt blue floral decoration and with pendulum and key.
Size: 11 x 9 x 5 in.

All proceeds to Project P.A.L., Prevent a Litter, Calgary.
100.00 - 200.00

369 ROYAL DELFTS BLAUW GARNITURE SET (3) -a three piece blue and white earthenware
vase set, made in Holland.
Height: 9.75 in. (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

370 STONEWARE POTTERY GROUP (7) -assembled grouping of stoneware pots in various
finishes and sizes.
Size: 8 x 8 in. (and smaller)
150.00 - 250.00

371 ROSENTHAL "STUDIO LINE" FLATWARE - BROWN -service for six in the Brown Grill
pattern. Designed by Bjorn Winnblad, Swedish artist. Including two carving sets and a salad
serving set.  Discontinued in 1969. 
18/8 Stainless Steel with hand painted porcelain handles.
800.00 - 1,200.00

372 1847 INTERNATIONAL SILVERPLATE FLATWARE -1970s service for twelve in the Love
Precious Flower pattern. Contained to a wire rack.
80.00 - 120.00
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373 STERLING SILVER COFFEE & TEA SERVICE (4) -set comprised of a coffee pot, teapot,
cream and sugar. All are marked Sterling 950 to the underside.
Weight: 2050 gm
2,000.00 - 2,500.00

374 SILVER CONDIMENT SERVING LOT -lot comprised of a three piece silver plate condiment
tray with three glass jars, and egg form salt shaker and a hinged salt cellar with cobalt glass
liner.
60.00 - 80.00

375 STERLING SILVER DECORATIVE LOT (4) -assembled grouping of sterling silver including
a pair of candlesticks with pierced rim  and fluted body, hallmarked for Birmingham, 1920.
Also included are two shallow bowls with glass liners, marked Sterling to the underside.
Weight: 295 gm
300.00 - 400.00

376 ENGLISH STERLING SILVER SPOON LOT (30) -assembled grouping of English sterling
silver spoons with several assorted hallmarks.
Weight: 710 gm
700.00 - 900.00

377 ENGLISH STERLING SILVER SPOON LOT (11) -assembled grouping of sterling silver
serving spoons by assorted English makers.
Weight: 675 gm
700.00 - 900.00

378 STERLING SILVER DECORATIVE LOT (10) -assembled grouping comprised of three
napkin rings, cigarette box, inkwell, mustard pot, picture frame and three fluted candle holders.
All hallmarked.
Weighable silver: 260 gm
400.00 - 600.00
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379 CASED SILVERPLATE CARVING SET -three piece set by Cooper Bros. & Sons, Sheffield,
England. Contained to a fitted box.
60.00 - 80.00

380 ITALIAN MUSIC BOX -inlaid music box supported by small brass feet. Plays "Arrivederci
Roma"
Size: 2.5 x 5.5 x 5.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

381 FRAMED CLAY PIPE COLLECTION -a collection of three clay pipes in a display frame.
Frame Size: 7.5 x 9.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

382 VINTAGE LINEN LOT -lot comprised of six hand stitched tea towels and eight square
napkins.
60.00 - 80.00

383 CASHMERE VOILE BED SCARF (2) -two scarves, one in silver sage, one in ivory. Made
from 100% cashmere. Made in India.
Size: 80 x 28 in.
80.00 - 120.00

384 BRONZE CANDLE HOLDER PAIR -early 1900s candlestick pair.
Height: 6.75 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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385 BRONZE BORZOI FIGURE -1930s figure of a dog with a green patina.
Size: 7 x 7.5 x 3 in.
80.00 - 120.00

386 ART DECO BORZOI DOG BRASS BOOKENDS -1920-1930s bronze plated bookends.
Marked "MP".
Size: 5.5 x 4.5 x 2 in.
100.00 - 200.00

387 BRASS HUNTING DOG INKWELL -with hinged top revealing inkwell and the laid out bird
forming the pen tray.
Size: 4.25 x 11.5 x 8 in.
200.00 - 300.00

388 BEN SEIBEL BRASS ORB BOOKENDS -a pair of sculptural orb bookends designed by Ben
Seibel for Jenfred-Ware, ca. 1950. Constructed of a cast metal alloy with applied brass finish,
with some loss and rubbing to the finish. 
Size: 5.5 x 5 in.
300.00 - 500.00

389 DOLBI CASHIER BRASS PARROT BOOKENDS -a pair of 1960s figural bookends.
Height: 9 in.
200.00 - 300.00

390 BRONZE PHEASANT SCULPTURE -patinated bronze sculpture of a pheasant and her chicks.
On a shaped wooden base.
Size: 8.5 x 17.5 x 8 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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391 VARIOMASTER GERMAN STACKING CANDLE HOLDER -1960s copper adjustable
candle holders with six stacks. 
Height: 12 in. (when fully assembled)
120.00 - 180.00

392 VINTAGE CASED BALANCE SCALE -brass balance scale including several weights and in a
fitted velvet lined box.
Box size: 1 x 11 x 6 in.
100.00 - 200.00

393 VINTAGE PURA BANKA TIN DRINK SET (8) -hammered tin drink set including a drink
jug, six goblets and a serving tray (not Pura).
80.00 - 120.00

394 20th CENTURY MASONIC APRON -with fringe in a black leather holder. Inscription on
inside of apron: Presented to T.A. Hassard, Aug. 17, 1927. Grande Prairie Lodge, No. 105.
80.00 - 120.00

395 ENGLISH TEACUP AND SAUCER LOT -assembled grouping comprised of three Shafford
demi tasse cups and saucers and four Royal Grafton bone china cups.
100.00 - 200.00

396 PARAGON & AYNSLEY TEACUP & SAUCER SETS (6) -assembled grouping comprised of
three Aynsley teacup and saucer sets and three Paragon teacup and saucer sets. All in assorted
patterns.
150.00 - 250.00
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397 ENGLISH TEACUP AND SAUCER SETS (6) -assembled grouping of cups and saucers
comprised of Royal Grafton, Grosvenor, Royal Albert and Hammersley. In assorted patterns.
One cup with a chip.
100.00 - 200.00

398 ROYAL WORCESTER SERVING DISHES (3) -assembled grouping of oven-to-table ware
including a covered serving bowl, small ribbed bowl with chip, and an oval server.
60.00 - 80.00

399 ROYAL WORCESTER "EVESHAM" SERVING DISHES (7) -assembled grouping of serving
dishes including a covered casserole bowl, three open ribbed serving bowls, two pie plates and
a square serving plate.
200.00 - 300.00

400 ALFRED MEAKIN DINNER SERVICE (72) -dinner service in "Monaco" pattern with 22 kt.
gold border and comprised of 11-dinner plates, 11-bread and butter plates, 11-salad plates,
12-dessert bowls, 10-soup bowls, 15-teacups, 12-saucers, oval serving platter, round vegetable
server, cream and sugar bowl. Some chips are present.

300.00 - 500.00

401 SCHERZER BAVARIA CHINA SERVICE (42) -service for twelve comprised of 12-dinner
plates, 12-salad bowls, 12-bread and butter plates and 3-serving platters. All with a pink flower
and blue garland pattern and with embossed rim and scalloped edge. Also included are three
Scherzer serving platters in an alternate pattern.
200.00 - 300.00
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402 SIGNED POTTERY DINNER SERVICE (24) -hand painted service comprised of 6-dinner
plates, 6-bread & butter plates, 2-handled bowls (one with repaired handle), 6-flower form
plates and 4-shell form bowls. Most are signed to the underside.
100.00 - 200.00

403 SPODE "FELSPAR" LUNCHEON SERVICE -service comprised of 3-square luncheon plates,
teapot (chip to the spout), cream and covered sugar (has been repaired), serving plate, 6-coffee
cups, 6- teacups, 12-saucers and a slop bowl.
200.00 - 300.00

404 MASON'S IRONSTONE DINNER SERVICE (45) -Mason's "Vista" pink transferware
comprised of 8-dinner plates, 8-bread & butter plates, 7-saucers, 6-teacups, 2-demi tasse cups
and saucers, 5-coffee cups, oval vegetable server, cream and covered sugar, covered butter dish,
gravy with underplate and a teapot. Some minor chips and cracks are present.
200.00 - 300.00

405 MZ AUSTRIA DINNER SERVICE (77) -white with gold band, service comprised of
13-dinner plates, 13-salad plates, 13-bread & butter plates, 11-soup bowls, 6-teacups, 9-saucers,
2-covered vegetable servers, gravy boat, two oval platters, open round serving bowl, round
covered server, cream & sugar, slop bowl, two small serving bowls. Some chips and cracks are
present. A few pieces are marked Elite France Limoges with a similar pattern.
200.00 - 300.00

406 ROSENTHAL "VARIATION" TEA SERVICE (20) -service for eight comprised of
coffee/cocoa pot, teapot with additional lid, eight cups and saucers (one cup with damage),
cream and covered sugar, of both Rosenthal 'studio-line' original and 'porcelaine noire'.
150.00 - 250.00
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407 MEDALTA POTTERIES STONEWARE CASSEROLE POT -a covered pot with side handles.
In two-tone yellow and brown. Marked to the underside.
Size: 7 x 15 x 13 in.
60.00 - 80.00

408 MEDALTA POTTERIES BEAN POT GROUP (4) -a collection of four covered brown bean
pots. One is marked Alberta Potteries.
Size: 5.5 x 10 x 6 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

409 MEDALTA POTTERIES SWAN GROUP (3) -assembled grouping of three swans. Includes
bird with orange beak (with a small crack), bird with yellow beak and a larger two-tone swan.
All marked to the underside. 
Size: 7 x 8 x 6.5 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

410 MEDALTA POTTERIES SWAN GROUP (3) -assembled grouping of three pottery swans
including a brown swan, two-tone swan and an unmarked blue swan with repaired beak. 
Size: 7 x 8 x 6.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

411 MEDALTA POTTERIES TEA SERVICE (7) -two tone teapot with floral transfers and six
matching teacups. Marked "Made by Medalta Redcliff, Alberta"
120.00 - 180.00

412 MEDALTA POTTERIES "POTATO" COVERED SERVERS (2) -two two-toned covered
figural potato bowls. Both marked to the underside.
Size: 6 x 12 x 7.5 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00
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413 MEDALTA POTTERIES VINTAGE LOT (3) -assembled grouping of early 20th century
stoneware including a "Sing a Song of Sixpence" child's bowl and two creamer jugs, in yellow
and white and both marked with the Sleeping Indian.
Jug height: 4.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

414 STONEWARE LOT (5) -assembled grouping comprised of three advertising cups, a small
unmarked pink teapot and a wire handled two tone jug.
80.00 - 120.00

415 MEDALTA POTTERIES WESTERN LOT (4) -assembled grouping of stoneware with a
western theme including a shallow bowl (not marked), porcelain platter (not marked), and two
advertisement plates.
50.00 - 80.00

416 MEDALTA POTTERIES ADVERTISEMENT PLATE LOT (9) -assembled grouping of
advertisements plates. All marked to the underside.
60.00 - 80.00

417 HYCROFT ADVERTISING STONEWARE LOT (7) -assembled grouping comprised of two
large advertising mugs, ashtray and four advertising dinner plates.
100.00 - 200.00

418 MEDALTA POTTERIES COVERED CROCK LOT (4) -assembled grouping comprised of a
double handled bean pot, a 2-gallon crock and two covered baking dishes. All marked to the
underside.
Crock height: 12 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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419 MEDALTA POTTERIES ADVERTISEMENT STEIN LOT (8) -assembled grouping of
stoneware steins, each with advertisement. All marked to the underside.
Size: 6 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

420 MEDALTA POTTERIES NOVELTY LOT (6) -assembled grouping of stoneware items
including a yellow elephant vase (marked with the Sleeping Indian), Last Supper plate, Dutch
shoe bowl, creamer, cowboy hat ashtray and a covered creamer. All marked to the underside.
80.00 - 120.00

421 MEDALTA POTTERIES BOWL COLLECTION (6) -assembled grouping of pottery bowls. In
green, yellow, brown and blue. All marked to the underside.
Size: 2 x 6.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

422 MEDALTA POTTERIES BOWL LOT (7) -assembled grouping of assorted stoneware bowls.
All marked to the underside.
Size: 3 x 8 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

423 MEL BOLEN POTTERY BOWL -monumental bowl by Saskatchewan artist, Mel Bolen. 
Size: 8 x 22 in.
150.00 - 250.00

424 DECORATIVE FROSTED GLASS BOWL -wide rim pink glass bowl with frosted glass
impressions of geese.
Size: 3.5 x 17 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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425 WESTON BOWL MILL WOODEN BOWL -hand painted with a floral design to the inside.
Size: 2.75 x 11.5 in.
40.00 - 60.00

426 BURL WOOD BOWL -of organic form.
Size: 7 x 20 x 20 in.
80.00 - 120.00

427 BURL WOOD SCULPTURE -single piece carving of organic form.
Size: 23 x 32 x 22 in.
300.00 - 500.00

428 VARIOUS SANIKILUAQ ARTISTS, STONE CARVINGS (3) Canadian [20th century]
-an assembled grouping of three carved stone Birds by: Samwillie Iqaluq (born 1925, signed in
Roman); Mina Iqaluq (born 1929, signed in syllabics and with disc number); and Paulassie
Eqilaq (born 1934, signed in syllabics and with disc number and dated 1974)
Heights: 3.75 in.; 3.5 in.; and  2.75 in. respectively
Lot of Three
120.00 - 160.00

429 IPPAQ, STONE CARVINGS (2) Canadian, Sanikiluaq (Belcher Islands) [20th century]
-two grey-black stone carvings of birds, signed in syllabics, one dated 1974
70.00 - 100.00

430 SIMEONIE UPPIK, STONE CARVING Canadian, Sanikiluaq (Belcher Islands) [b. 1928]
-a grey stone carving of a Seal, signed in syllabics
Size: 4.25 x 9.75 x 4.25 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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431 JACOB UPPIK, STONE CARVINGS (2) Canadian, Sanikiluaq (Belcher Islands) [b. 1959]
-two stone carvings of Birds, both signed in syllabics, one additionally signed with disc number

Sizes: 3.25 x 5.5 x 3 in. and 2.25 x 1.75 x 1.5 in.
70.00 - 100.00

432 JOHNNY MEEKO SR., STONE CARVING Canadian, Sanikiluaq (Belcher Islands) [b. 1933]
-a grey stone carved seal head ashtray with bird/face figural insert, signed in Roman and with
disc number
Size: 2.75 x 7 x 5 in.
120.00 - 160.00

433 UNIDENTIFIED INUIT ARTIST, STONE CARVING Canadian [20th century]
-a green/grey stone carving of a Walrus
Size: 4 x 12 x 3 in.
80.00 - 120.00

434 UNIDENTIFIED INUIT ARTIST, STONE CARVING Canadian [20th century]
-a serpentine and bone carving of a Walrus, mounted onto a base
Size: 3.75 x 11.25 x 7 in.
100.00 - 150.00

435 UNIDENTIFIED INUIT ARTIST, STONE CARVING Canadian [20th century]
-a light grey stone carving of a Hunter Hauling a Seal, signed incompletely
Size: 8 x 5.5 x 4 in.
90.00 - 120.00
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436 GREENLANDIC TUPILAK CARVING -carved marine ivory with black inlay
Height: 5.25 in.
Note: collected in Cape Dyer, Baffin Island, Nunavut circa 1977-1979
200.00 - 300.00

437 GREENLANDIC TUPILAK CARVING -carved marine ivory with black inlay
Height: 4.75 in.
Note: collected in Cape Dyer, Baffin Island, Nunavut circa 1977-1979
200.00 - 300.00

438 GREENLANDIC TUPILAK CARVINGS (2) -each carved marine ivory with black inlays
Heights: 4.25 in. / 4.2 in.
Note: collected in Cape Dyer, Baffin Island, Nunavut circa 1977-1979
300.00 - 400.00

439 GREENLANDIC TUPILAK CARVINGS (2) -each carved marine ivory with black inlays
Heights: 4.75 in. / 4.5 in.
Note: collected in Cape Dyer, Baffin Island, Nunavut circa 1977-1979
300.00 - 400.00

440 GREENLANDIC TUPILAK CARVING -carved marine ivory with black inlay
Height: 4.25 in.
Note: collected in Cape Dyer, Baffin Island, Nunavut circa 1977-1979
200.00 - 300.00

441 UNIDENTIFIED INUIT ARTIST, ANTLER/BONE CARVING Canadian [20th century]
-an antler and bone carving of a Swimming Fish
Size: 4 x 9.5 x 4 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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442 MARY IQAQRIALU, BONE CARVING Canadian, Kangiqtugaapik (Clyde River) [b. 1940]
-a bone carving titled "Whale", with accompanying igloo card; 1987 
Size: 1 x 7 x 1.5 in.
100.00 - 150.00

443 MESOAMERICAN STONE CARVING -depicting a coiled serpent and two lizards
Size: 11.5 x 9.5 x 8 in.
100.00 - 150.00

444 BENJAMIN (BEN) THOMAS, STEATITE CARVING Canadian, Haudenosaunee [b. 1957]
"Hiawatha's Belt"
Size: 10.25 x 10 x 2.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

445 FRAMED ANTIQUE CORKSCREW COLLECTION -a collection of three corkscrews
contained in a wooden shadowbox frame with easel back including:
-French metal T handle with crown, circa 1910, marked JP (Jacques Perril) bladed worm
-French grape vine handle with wire worm, marked on shaft, Bernard Siret St. Calais-France,
100 years old.
-American sliding bell cap with bladed worm, marked on collar handle, Pat. Apr 22-24 T.
Curley 1891 NY
Frame size: 10.5 x 10.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

446 19th CENTURY ROSEWOOD WRITING BOX -brassbound Campaign style writing box.
Circa 1840.
Size: 5 x 16 x 9 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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447 ANTIQUE WRITING SLOPE -portable mahogany writing desk with inlay brass corners and
side handles. Opens to reveal velvet writing surface and compartments. Writing surface lifts to
show compartments and drawers. Includes inkwells, gadgets and original Captain's letter. 
Size: 9 x 18.5 x 10 in.
300.00 - 500.00

448 BRASS JELLY POT -brass pot with handle.
Size: 15 x 14 x 13 in.
80.00 - 120.00

449 ANTIQUE EMBOSSED COPPER FISH PAN -solid copper pan with brass handles and
embossed fish design to the bottom.
Size: 4.5 x 13 x 16 in.
150.00 - 250.00

450 VINTAGE COPPER BED WARMER -with walnut handle.
Length: 38 in.
80.00 - 120.00

451 HENRY TROEMNER APOTHECARY SCALE -late 19th century oak cased balance scale
with marble table and balance gauge to the front. Includes a set of brass weights. From Aston's
Drugstore, Marwayne, Alberta.
Size: 7.5 x 19.5 x 9 in.
200.00 - 300.00

452 COPPER BOX LOT -assembled grouping of copper items including a woven basket, three
handled pots, cup, scoop, pot with warmer, two bowls and one plate.
80.00 - 120.00
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453 BRASS BOX LOT -assembled grouping of decorative brass items including figural fruit,
butterfly wall decor, figural leaf candle holders, owl trivet, butterfly trivet, angel cadle holder,
key holder, three candle holders, baluster form vase and seven plate stands.
100.00 - 200.00

454 BRASS BOX LOT -assembled grouping of brass items including five round ashtrays, stacking
ashtray, seventeen petal form ashtrays, two relief ashtrays, five figural camel ashtrays, lighter,
small bin, tall vase, three jugs, bottle opener and a trumpet.
100.00 - 200.00

455 BRASS BOX LOT -assembled grouping of brass items including twelve cups and nine glass
inserts, kettle, two melting pots, six decorative bowls, two small baluster form vases and three
small kettles.
100.00 - 200.00

456 VINTAGE COPPER COOKWARE (5) -assembled grouping of cookware including a colander,
double boiler, saucepan, water jug and covered jug.
150.00 - 250.00

457 VINTAGE IMPERIAL TYPEWRITER -a rare 1930s Imperial manual typewriter.  Heavy cast
iron. Made by Imperial Typewriters of Canada.
150.00 - 250.00

458 CAST IRON PLANTER -classical urn shape with scroll handles.
Size: 10.5 x 23 x 15 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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459 BRASS ANDIRON PAIR -a pair of 1880s English decorative and stamped brass andirons.
Size: 11.5 x 8 x 6 in.
200.00 - 300.00

460 SEAHORSE ANCHOR LANTERN -early 20th century copper, brass and glass ship's lantern.
With brass trademark plaque.
Size: 13 x 11 in.
200.00 - 300.00

461 ANKERLIGHT SHIP'S LANTERN -early 20th century copper, brass and glass ship's lantern.
With brass trademark plaque.
Size: 15 x 11.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

462 WOODEN DUCK FIGURE COLLECTION (4) -assembled grouping of hand painted and hand
carved ducks.
Height: 13.5 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

463 VINTAGE ANIMAL FUR CLUTCH & PURSE -a fold over clutch and purse with brass
clasps. Both with leopard print and leather detail.
Purse size: 8 x 12 x 4.5 in. (without straps)
120.00 - 180.00

464 TARZAN SERIES, EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS (11) -a collection of first edition Tarzan
books from the series and includes:
-Son of Tarzan
-Tarzan and the City of Gold
-Tarzan Triumphant
-Tarzan the Invincible
-Tarzan the Eternal Lover
-Tarzan and the Golden Lion
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-Tarzan and the Ant Men (2 copies)
-Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar
-Tarzan the Terrible
-The Return of Tarzan
Published by Grosset & Dunlop, New York, early 20th century.

200.00 - 300.00

465 CELESTRON POWERSEEKER 127EQ TELESCOPE -manual German equatorial telescope
for beginners.  Compact and portable. New in box.
120.00 - 180.00

466 ANTIQUE DUTCH CLOCK -brass Atlas wall clock "Nue Elck Syn Sin". Chain driven with
brass weights. Striking the hour and half hour on brass bell. Needs repair to the hands.
Height: 24 in.
200.00 - 300.00

467 VIENNA REGULATOR WALL CLOCK -1880s walnut cased wall clock, top and bottom
finial, broken crest pediment and  with turned columns on the sides. Porcelain face with roman
numerals, brass pendulum and weights.
Height: 48 in.
400.00 - 600.00

468 GUSTAV BECKER WALNUT REGULATOR -walnut cased wall clock, top and bottom finial
with columns on the sides and applied decoration. Porcelain face with roman numerals.
Height: 50 in.
400.00 - 600.00
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469 VIENNA REGULATOR WALL CLOCK -1900s walnut cased wall clock, top and bottom
applied decoration with columns on the sides. Porcelain face with roman numerals.
Height: 46 in.
300.00 - 500.00

470 WALNUT CASED VIENNA REGULATOR -circa 1875 walnut cased wall clock, top and
bottom finial with columns on the sides. Porcelain face with roman numerals.
Height: 48 in.
300.00 - 500.00

471 AUSTRIAN WALL MOUNT REGULATOR CLOCK -walnut cased wall clock, top and
bottom finial with columns on the sides. Porcelain face with roman numerals, brass pendulum
and weights.
Height: 52 in.
400.00 - 600.00

472 GERMAN VIENNA REGULATOR -oak cased 1890s wall clock with white porcelain dial and
Roman numerals. Includes brass pendulum and key.
Height: 28 in.
250.00 - 400.00

473 WALL STATION CLOCK -turn of the century wall clock with inlay decoration, etched glass
window and carved features.
Height: 29 in.
200.00 - 300.00

474 ANSONIA GINGERBREAD CLOCK -an oak cased gingerbread mantel clock made by the
Ansonia Clock Company. Circa 1890-1905. With key and pendulum.
Size: 23 x 14.5 x 4.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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475 SETH THOMAS GINGERBREAD CLOCK -oak cased clock with reverse painted gilt glass
door. With key and pendulum.
Size: 22 x 13 x 5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

476 ANSONIA GINGERBREAD CLOCK -an oak cased gingerbread mantel clock made by the
Ansonia Clock Company. Circa 1880-1905.
Height: 23 in.
80.00 - 120.00

477 WM L GILBERT MANTEL CLOCK -an 1880s mantel clock with wooden housing and brass
decoration including lion's head side handles and brass and wood reeded columns. Made in
Winstead, Conn.
Size: 11.5 x 16 x 6.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

478 VICTORIAN WOODEN MANTEL CLOCK -porcelain dial housed in a cathedral style
wooden case. With key.
Size: 19 x 10.5 x 6 in.
80.00 - 120.00

479 GERMAN JUNGHANS MANTLE CLOCK -wooden cased clock with arched top, porcelain
dial and with key and pendulum.
Size: 13 x 9 x 5.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

480 METALLIC EVOLUTION "DOOMSDAY" CLOCK -contemporary wall clock with ground
steel face and roman numerals.
Size: 15 x 15 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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481 GRENADIER GUARDS VICTORIAN SWORD -Alma Inkerman, Sevastopol, Waterloo,
Peninsula Carrosa, Corunna Lincelles. Battle honors etched on blade. 
Length: 39 in.
200.00 - 300.00

482 FRENCH CHESAPEAKE BAYONET -mid 19th century bayonet with metal handle and
sheath. With faint inscription on the blade.
Length: 27 in.
150.00 - 250.00

483 FRENCH MILITARY MODEL 1883 SWORD BAYONET -Mre d' Armes de Chat with
scabbard.  With a solid brass pommel with integral latching mechanism and grips are made of
wood. The scabbard is made of sheet rolled steel with a ball finial.
Length: 26 in.
100.00 - 200.00

484 WOODEN PRICKET CANDLESTICK -turn of the century, painted wooden pricket. 
Height: 28.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

485 VINTAGE BRASS CANDLESTICK PAIR -a pair of columnar form hollow brass candlesticks.
One with missing spike and loose bottom. 
Height: 31.5 in.
120.00 - 180.00

486 MURANO "CASCATA" CRYSTAL CHANDELIER -1970s six layer crystal chandelier with
leaf form cascades.
Size: 27 x 28 x 28 in.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
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487 VINTAGE CRYSTAL CHANDELIER -three arm chandelier with chrome.
Size: 15 x 21 x 21 in.
100.00 - 200.00

488 TORCHIERE FLOOR LAMP -vintage lamp with upturned frosted and embossed shade and
with brass pole.
Height: 63.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

489 TORCHIERE FLOOR LAMP -upturned frosted shade with brass carved and decorative pole.
Height: 63.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

490 TORCHIERE FLOOR LAMP -painted metal and brass pole with upturned milk glass petal
form shade.
Height: 60 in.
100.00 - 200.00

491 CHROME EXTENSION LAMP -chrome with metal triangular shade.
Size: 74 x 72 in.
150.00 - 250.00

492 BRASS DESK LAMP -a 20th century brass desk lamp with adjustable arm.
Size: 13.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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493 BRASS DESK LAMP -a 20th century brass desk lamp with adjustable arm.
Size: 12.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

493A CONTEMPORARY WALL SCONCE PAIR -Savoy House wall sconce industrial style.
Classic bronze finish with clear ribbed glass. New in box.
Size: 17.75 x 4.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00

494 CONTEMPORARY TABLE LAMP PAIR -a pair of contemporary table lamps with
rectangular metal bases and glass decoration. Includes linen shades.
Height: 34 in.
100.00 - 200.00

495 DECORATIVE TABLE LAMP PAIR -a pair of ceramic table lamps with embossed figures of
animals. Includes a pair of ivory linen shades.
Height: 30 in.
150.00 - 250.00

496 PERSIAN COPPER & WHITE METAL LAMP PAIR -a pair of repousse handled jugs
converted to table lamps.
Height: 28 in.
200.00 - 300.00

497 CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN TABLE LAMP PAIR -a pair of 19th century baluster form
vases converted to table lamps. Pink and purple floral motif on a white ground and with brass
bases.
Height: 26 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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498 JAPANESE SATSUMA TABLE LAMP -converted table lamp from vase. Includes original lid.
Height: 19 in.
100.00 - 200.00

499 JAPANESE SATSUMA TABLE LAMPS (2) -a pair of converted table lamps from Satsuma
vases, with many visible repairs and glued cracks (primarily to one). Includes the original lids.
Height: 23 in.
100.00 - 200.00

500 WOODEN LAZY SUSAN WITH BATIK -lazy Susan inset with copper batik stamps depicting
birds and a central flower stamp.
Diameter: 27 in.
100.00 - 200.00

501 BATIK PRINTING BLOCKS (2) -copper blocks with floral motif.
Size: 9 x 8 in. (and smaller)
80.00 - 120.00

502 BATIK PRINTING BLOCKS (2) -copper mounted to wooden blocks with floral motif.
Size: 13 x 11 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

503 BATIK PRINTING BLOCKS (3) -copper mounted to wooden blocks with geometric designs.
Size: 11 x 9 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00
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504 BATIK PRINTING BLOCKS (3) -copper mounted to wooden blocks with floral motif.
Size: 10.75 x 9 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

505 BATIK PRINTING BLOCKS (3) -copper mounted to wooden blocks with floral motif.
Size: 13.5 x 11 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

506 WOODEN WALL MIRROR WITH SHUTTER DOORS -a pair of shutter doors revealing a
mirror. With pierced carvings of florals throughout.
Size: 42 x 35 in.
300.00 - 400.00

507 QING DYNASTY WOODEN CARVING -old wooden carving depicting a scene of crab
carrying reed (er jia chuan lu), symbolizing great academic success.
Size: 11 x 30 x 3 in.
200.00 - 300.00

508 THAI TEAK WALL MIRROR -an Asian inspired teak framed wall mirror with carved and
open frame and with attached carved dragon and floral topper.
Size: 49 x 47 in
300.00 - 500.00

509 CARVED JAPANESE WOODEN PANEL -carved cranes and blossom tree motif with open
panel carvings and thick wooden frame.
Size: 52 x 69 in.
300.00 - 500.00
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510 ASIAN BLACK LACQUER PANELS (4) -a set of four panels, each decorated with
mother-of-pearl. Some light cracking to one.
Size: 19.25 x 7.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

511 JAPANESE GOUACHE EROTICA ON SILK (2) A pair of framed Japanese scenes in gouache
on silk, with some water damage.
Size: 11 x 8 in
Framed Size: 14 x 17 in.
150.00 - 250.00

511A TYRUS YU WONG, RUDOLF LESCH FINE ARTS LITHOGRAPH Chinese / American
[1910-2016]
“Fishermen’s Hut”; 1960s
Size: 21.75 x 27.5 in. / Framed: 23.75 x 29.5 in.
100.00 - 150.00

512 WOODEN TIBETAN DEITY STATUE -wooden carving of an Asian deity in prayer.
Height: 45 in.
100.00 - 200.00

513 WOODEN TIBETAN DEITY STATUE -hand carved and hand painted sculpture of an Asian
deity with wings.
Height: 40 in.
100.00 - 200.00

514 WOODEN TIBETAN DEITY STATUE -a hand painted and hand carved figure of a deity in
prayer.
Height: 66 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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515 SOUTHEAST ASIAN DEITY SCULPTURE -a tall hand painted figure of a deity with her
hands in prayer. Wall mounted with attachments. 
Size: 73 x 22 in.
200.00 - 300.00

516 PERSIAN BRASS PLATE WALL HANGING -with scalloped and pierced edge and central
geometric design.
Diameter: 35 in.
100.00 - 150.00

517 PERSIAN COPPER PLATE WALL HANGING -a large relief carved plate decorated in deer
and flowers.
Size: 22 in. diam
80.00 - 120.00

518 SOUTHEAST ASIAN WOODEN CARVING -a whimsical carving of two characters with
flowers in their hair. Black stained wood.
Height: 41.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

519 AFRICAN CARVED MASK/SHIELD -carved wooden masks with depictions of iguanas and
snakes.
Height: 43 in.
150.00 - 250.00

520 DECORATIVE WOODEN AFRICAN SHIELD -wooden pierced and carved shield.
Size: 49.5 x 11 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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521 DECORATIVE WOODEN MASK -hand painted wooden mask with geometric patterns and
animal figures. 
Size: 39 x 10 in.
100.00 - 200.00

522 DECORATIVE WOODEN MASKS (2) -a pair of wooden carved masks representing villagers.
Size: 26.5 x 10 in.

150.00 - 250.00

523 AFRICAN WOODEN CARVED MASK -carved mask with movable jaw.
Size: 15 x 11 in.
150.00 - 250.00

524 CEREMONIAL YAM MASK - a decorative woven fiber mask unique to Papua New Guinea,
originating from the Abelam region where social status is largely determined through success in
growing yams. The largest tubers are adorned with special masks such as this one, made
exclusively for yams and never worn by humans.
Size: 23 x 9 in.
200.00 - 300.00

525 GURO AFRICAN MASKS (2) - two carved wooden masks from the Guro people of the Ivory
Coast, West Africa. One features a male visage decorated in polychrome paint, while the other
depicts an elephant, decorated with hammered metal accents.
Size: 26 x 7 in. and 17 x 6 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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526 FRAMED AFRICAN MASKS (2) -two hand carved and hand painted masks, both in
decorative frames with bamboo backings.
Size: 24 x 21 in. (and smaller)
100.00 - 200.00

527 FRAMED GABON FANG HELMET MASK - an African carved wooden helmet mask with
natural pigment, in the style of the Fang Ngil Society, Gabonese Republic. In shadow
presentation box. 
Size: 26 x 19 in.
100.00 - 200.00

528 SILK CARPET HANGING PAIR -two small carpet runners with a floral design and displayed
on carved wooden wall hangers.
Size: 47 x 15 in.
400.00 - 600.00

529 FLOWER VASE SILK CARPET -silk carpet with central flower vase decoration on a red
ground.
Size: 66 x 42 in. 

400.00 - 600.00

530 NEPALESE WALL TAPESTRY -tapestry with vibrantly coloured Kashmiri crewel work in a
hieroglyphic design.
Size: 74 x 46 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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531 INDIAN EMBROIDERED BED LINENS -set comprised of a queen size bed cover and two
matching pillow cases. All with embroidered floral design on a satin burgundy ground.
Size: 176 x 216 in.
200.00 - 300.00

532 INDIAN WOOL AREA RUG -"Antique Finish Premiere" with a floral motif.
Size: 4'1" x 6'4"
300.00 - 500.00

533 HAND KNOTTED WOOL CARPET RUNNER -floral design in brown on a blue ground.
Size: 7'8" x 2'5"
100.00 - 200.00

534 HAND KNOTTED WOOL AREA CARPET -geometric design in orange and blue on a red
ground.
Size: 6'8" x 9'2"
200.00 - 300.00

535 HAND KNOTTED WOOL CARPET RUNNER -geometric design in red and blue.
Size: 8'5" x 3'
100.00 - 200.00

536 INDIAN WOOL AREA RUG -"Antique Finish Elegance" with a floral motif.
Size: 8'2" x 10'
800.00 - 1,200.00
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537 AREA CARPET -tulip motif on a blue ground. Signed "AS".
Size: 6'10" x 4'6"
100.00 - 200.00

538 POLAR BEAR RUG -full head mount, on canvas & felt backing. All claws intact.
Length: 80 in. (nose to tail)
2,000.00 - 3,000.00

539 HUDSON'S BAY POINT BLANKET -genuine four point wool blanket. 100% wool in grey
and black stripe. Made in England.
Size: 71 x 86 in.
250.00 - 400.00

540 VINTAGE HUDSON BAY STYLE WOOL COAT -3/4 length wool coat in the Hudson Bay
striped design.
Size: L-XL (ladies)
150.00 - 250.00

541 BRASS PULLMAN TRAIN LUGGAGE RACK -solid brass luggage/towel rack. Used in the
Pullman Train sleeping cars during the 1920s.
Size: 7 x 20 x 6.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

542 ART NOUVEAU WALL SHELF -wooden carved shelf with single shelf.
Size: 11 x 14.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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543 ANTIQUE HANGING CORNER CABINET -with cushion glass panels and inlaid decoration.
Late 19th century, from Beith, Scotland. One glass panel is cracked. 
Size: 20 x 22 x 14.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

544 WALL DISPLAY CABINET -hanging wall cabinet with a front glass door and curved glass
side panels over three interior wooden shelves.
Size: 25 x 20.5 x 6 in.
100.00 - 200.00

545 ANTIQUE WALL MIRROR -oval wall mirror with decorative brass frame.
Size: 23 x 16 in.
80.00 - 120.00

546 DECORATIVE WALL MIRROR -beveled glass with a gilded wooden frame.
Size: 32 x 49 in.
150.00 - 250.00

547 19th CENTURY CUSHION MIRROR -ebonized and repousse brass cushion frame.
Size: 32 x 23 in.
150.00 - 250.00

548 DECORATIVE WALL MIRROR -beveled glass with a carved asymmetrical and gilded frame.
Size: 37 x 48 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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549 CONVEX GIRANDOLE WALL MIRROR -early 20th century round girandole convex mirror
with applied ball edging decoration and gilt finished frame. Made in England.
Size: 16 in. diameter.
150.00 - 250.00

550 ANTIQUE WALL MIRROR -wooden frame with shaped beveled glass.
Size: 31 x 33 in.
100.00 - 200.00

551 ANTIQUE WALL MIRROR -1905 oak framed mirror with beveled glass.
Size: 24 x 30 in.
100.00 - 200.00

552 ANTIQUE WALL MIRROR -shaped glass with carved wooden frame.
Size: 32 x 35 in.
100.00 - 200.00

553 ANTIQUE WALL MIRROR -rectangular wall mirror with beveled glass and carved wooden
frame. Marked Elite Diamond to the back.
Size: 29 x 29 in.
100.00 - 200.00

554 VINTAGE HARP MIRROR -bevel glass mirror with a carved wooden frame and harp support.
Removed from a vanity dresser.
Size: 27.5 x 31 in.
80.00 - 120.00
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555 STAINED & LEADED GLASS PANELS (2) -a pair of late 19th century stained glass panels.
Each with six panels forming a floral design. Removed from a London, England townhouse.
Size: 26 x 30 in.
300.00 - 500.00

556 VINTAGE STAINED AND LEADED GLASS PANELS (5) -assembled grouping comprised
of a set of four shaped panels decorated with leaf and floral patterns and one rectangular panel
with leaf and flower pattern. All in wooden frames.
Size: 46 x 15 in. (including frame)
400.00 - 600.00

557 FRAMED NEEDLEPOINT SAMPLER -19th century hand wrought sampler with a quote of
gratitude. Behind glass and in an oak frame.
Framed size: 17.5 x 18.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

558 FRAMED CONTINENTAL TAPESTRY -a wooden framed machine made tapestry depicting
people in period dress in a parlour suite.
Size: 43.5 x 28 in. (overall)
100.00 - 200.00

559 FRAMED CONTINENTAL TAPESTRY -a wooden framed machine made tapestry depicting
people in period dress in a riverside courtyard.
Size: 21.5 x 60 in. (overall)
100.00 - 200.00

560 19th CENTURY HAND-COLOURED ENGRAVING “Les Elegans Anglais a Paris”,
published in Paris
Image Size: 7.25 x 11.25 in.  / Framed: 14.5 x 19.25 in.
100.00 - 150.00
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561 HAND-COLOURED AQUATINT ETCHING -a 20th century restrike after the original
published Jan. 1, 1814.
"DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORDS
COMMISSIONERS OF THE ADMIRALTY. Plate 4 th. The Java in a Sinking state, set fire to
& Blowing up. The CONSTITUTION at a distance a head, Laying to, unbending Sails,
repairing her Rigging &Cc. on the Evening of 29th Dec. 1812."
Engraved by R.D. Havell, British [1793-1878], drawn & etched by N. Pocock from a sketch by
Lieut. Buchanan.
Image Size: 14 x 17.75 in. / Framed: 26.25 x 30.25 in.
100.00 - 200.00

562 PHILIPPE BUNEL, OIL ON CANVAS French [20th century]
Untitled, Misty Landscape with Trees
Size: 28.5 x 23.5 in. / Framed: 36 x 30 in.
200.00 - 400.00

563 OTTO PETERSEN BALLE, OIL ON CANVAS Danish [1865-1913]
Untitled, Sunset Landscape with Hilltop House and Distant Windmill; 1894
Size: 17.25 x 23.5 in. / Framed: 22 x 28.5 in.
200.00 - 400.00

564 OLGA KORNAVITCH-TOMLINSON, STONE LITHOGRAPH Canadian [b. 1929]
"Sunlit Woman"
Size: 25.5 x 20.5 in. / Framed: 34.75 x 29 in.
100.00 - 200.00

565 ANDRE CHARLES BIELER, EMBOSSED SOFT GROND ETCHING Canadian CSPWC,
CGP, CSGA, FCA, OSA, RCA [1896-1989]
"Apollo"; ed. #7/14
Size: 26 x 19.75 in. / Framed: 35.75 x 29.75 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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566 OSSO, OIL ON CANVAS Untitled; Italian Cobblestone Street Scene
Size: 27 x 18 in. / Framed: 30 x 22.5 in.
100.00 - 200.00

567 WILLIAM NICHOL CRESSWELL, WATERCOLOUR Canadian, OSA, RCA [1822-1888]
Untitled, Rowing Home; 1883
Size: 6 x 10.25 in. / Framed: 13.25 x 17 in.
150.00 - 250.00

568 JAMES LAWTON WINGATE, OIL ON CANVAS British RSA  [1846-1924]
"A Grey Day, Fairley' 
Size: 10.25 x 14.25 in. / Framed: 18.5 x 22.5 in.
300.00 - 600.00

569 K. S. BAKER, OIL ON WOOD PANEL [20th century]
Untitled, Interior Genre Scene
Size: 16 x 20 in. / Framed: 24.75 x 28.75 in.
100.00 - 200.00

570 SCOTTISH SCHOOL WATERCOLOUR, ARTIST UNIDENTIFIED [19th century]
Untitled, Figures and Chickens Outside a Thatched Roof Cottage; 1880
Size: 9.75 x 12.25 in. / Framed: 18.25 x 20.5 in.
Note: Signed with a monogram lower right.
200.00 - 300.00

571 ANDREAS ROTH, OIL ON BOARD German/American [1872-1949]
Untitled, Lake Louise; 1940
Size: 18 x 26 in. / Framed: 22.5 x 30.5 in.
200.00 - 400.00
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572 SALVADOR DALI (RESTRIKES), COLOUR ETCHINGS (4) Spanish [1904-1989] 
-after "Songs of Songs of Solomon" (F "The Voice of My Beloved" / K "I went down into the
garden..." / L "Return, return, Shulamite" / G "My belowed is...(sic)"  
Note: These prints are later restrikes published by Leon Amiel (Paris).
Size: 16 x 10 in. each / Framed:  23.5 x 16 in.
Lot of Four
300.00 - 600.00

573 PABLO PICASSO, COPPERPLATE ENGRAVING /ARCHES PAPER Spanish [1881-1973]
"Deux Femmes" (from "Grace et Mouvement"); 1943;
ed. #147/300
Size: 10.75 x 7.25 in. / Framed: 23.75 x 19.5 in.
Note: The folio "Grace et Mouvement" (Publisher: Louis Grosclaude, Zurich, Switzerland;
1943) contained 14 compositions engraved on copper, after original drawings by Picasso, to
accompany poetry by Sappho. Signed in the plate.
400.00 - 600.00

574 HENRI MATISSE, LITHOGRAPH French [1869-1954]
Untitled, Portrait; 1941(1943); ed. of 1050
Size: 12.25 x 9.25 in. / Framed: 18.75 x 15.5 in.
Note: From the folio “Hommage 1: Dessins de Bonnard, Dufy, Maillol, Matisse, Picasso”, 1
December 1943. Philippe Fontana Publisher. Robaudy Printing. Cannes. Printed on
Montgolfier Annonay laid paper. Created after the original drawing; signed & dated in the
plate.
200.00 - 400.00

575 FRANK MILTON ARMINGTON, ETCHING Canadian MSA [1876-1941]
"Thames River from Waterloo Bridge, London"; 1911; ed. #1/80
Size: 13.25 x 10.5 in. / Framed:
150.00 - 250.00
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576 FARQUHAR MCGILLIVRAY KNOWLES, GILT-FRAMED PRINT Canadian OSA, RCA
[1859-1932]
Untitled, Canal Scene
Size: 9 x 11.25 in. / Framed: 23.75 x 25.75 in.
100.00 - 150.00

577 HORATIO WALKER, GRAPHITE ON PAPER Canadian RCA [1858-1938]
Untitled, Study of a Man Working
Size: 6 x 4.25 in. / Framed: 13 x 10.75 in.
Provenance: Estate of the Artist, certified verso by Clarence A. Gagnon
200.00 - 300.00

578 ANDRE CHARLES BIELER, SERIGRAPH Canadian CSPWC, CGP, CSGA, FCA, OSA,
RCA [1896-1989]
"Rue Champlain, Quebec"; 1979; ed. #44/125
Size: 10.25 x 12.25 in. / Framed: 28.5 x 28.5 in.
Note: Produced after the 1927 woodcut.
150.00 - 250.00

579 FRAMED LONDON TRANSPORT SIGN -vintage double decker bus destination sign from
London Transport. Listings for 221 - Mill Hill, Woodside Park, North Finchley, Frien Barnet,
Bounds Green and Wood Green. Framed behind plexiglass.
Framed Size: 25 x 53.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

580 FRAMED LONDON TRANSPORT SIGN -vintage double decker bus destination sign from
London Transport. Listings for N29 - Piccadilly Circus, Camden Town, Wood Green, Finsbury
Park and Winchmore Hill. Framed behind plexiglass.
Framed Size: 25 x 53.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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581 RUBY MATCHES BRITISH ADVERTISING SIGN -single sided porcelain enamel
advertising sign reading “Bryant & May’s - Ruby Matches – Made in England”, marked
“Patent Enamel C. **bham”
Size: 36 x 96 in.
400.00 - 700.00

582 KOREAN ELM WOOD STORAGE CHEST -mid 19th century Chun-Ju chest  with several
doors and compartments with extensive black iron hardware and side handles. Includes locking
pins and original paperwork.
Size: 31 x 22 x 12 in.
400.00 - 600.00

583 ASIAN BLACK LACQUER CABINET -double door cabinet with vibrant hand painted
decoration. With original iron hardware.
Size: 43.5 x 31 x 15 in.
200.00 - 300.00

584 LACQUERED ROOM DIVIDER -black lacquer thee panel floor screen with hand painted
decoration to both sides.
Size: 90 x 64 in.
300.00 - 400.00

585 WOODEN ROOM DIVIDER -pierced and carved four panel wooden room divider. With
detailed carvings of foliage and African animals.
Size: 74 x 80 in.
300.00 - 500.00
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586 HAND PAINTED INDIAN CHEST -elaborately painted chest with serpentine front. Hand
painted florals to the front and sides with rich textures. The top features a parade scene with
elephant, horse, camel and villagers. Cupboard doors resting over scroll form feet.
Size: 31 x 51 x 16 in.
400.00 - 600.00

587 PYRAMID CHEST OF DRAWERS -seven drawer chest, painted patina green and with tribal
carvings.
Size: 79 x 23 x 12 in.

300.00 - 500.00

588 PYRAMID CHEST OF DRAWERS -nine drawer chest with brass hardware.
Size: 61 x 25 x 10 in.
200.00 - 300.00

589 LOW CHEST OF DRAWERS -antique carved chest with three drawers.
Size: 19 x 33 x 17.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

590 ANTIQUE ASIAN MOTIF TRUNK -hand painted scenes of Japanese villagers. Lined with
Asian character paper. Original hardware.
Size: 19 x 32 x 15 in.
150.00 - 250.00

591 ASIAN RELIEF CARVED CHEST -extensively carved hardwood chest with original hardware
and cedar lined interior.
Size: 18 x 34 x 16.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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592 WOODEN PLANT STAND -carved mahogany plant stand with lower shelf.
Size: 45 x 16 x 16 in.
100.00 - 200.00

593 ASIAN STYLE NESTING TABLES -set of four rosewood nesting tables.
Size: 26 x 20 x 14 in.
200.00 - 300.00

594 TRADITIONAL COFFEE TABLE SET (3) -three piece coffee table set with scalloped edges
and resting on carved cabriole legs. One side table is missing a handle.
Coffee Table Size: 16 x 60 x 20 in. 
End Table Size: 22 x 26 x 22 in.
150.00 - 250.00

595 19th CENTURY OAK GRANDFATHER CLOCK -circa 1885 with brass face flanked by
barley twist posts and twisted rope applied carvings.
Size: 79 x 18 x11 in.
400.00 - 600.00

596 ANTIQUE OAK HALL STAND -with oval beveled glass mirror, brass coat hooks (loss to
one), heavy carvings and hinged lift top seat.
Size: 73 x 48 x 20.5 in.
400.00 - 600.00

597 CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH MARBLE TOP -three drawer dresser with inset burl walnut
panels and iron hardware (missing two handles). With marble top and carved and open back.
Size: 42 x 40 x 20.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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598 FRENCH ROCOCO STYLE CURIO CABINET -heavily carved with floral and acanthus leaf
decoration, mirrored back with front glass door and side panels, interior glass shelving and
includes key. Some chips to the interior glass shelving.
Size:  71.5 x 24 x 14 in.
400.00 - 600.00

599 VINTAGE WALNUT WARDROBE -upper with double doors and interior wooden shelving
and the lower with two full length drawers. Resting on square feet.
Size: 52 x 31 x 20 in.
400.00 - 600.00

600 ANTIQUE OAK DISPLAY CABINET -quarter sawn oak with curved glass panels and interior
wooden shelving supported by four claw feet.
Size: 59 x 40 x 18 in.
400.00 - 600.00

601 OAK SERPENTINE DRESSER -late 19th century quarter sawn oak dresser with carved tilting
oval mirror, two half size drawers, two full size drawers and side cupboard. Original brass
hardware. 
Size: 65 x 40 x 22 in.
400.00 - 600.00

602 ANTIQUE DISPLAY CABINET -early 20th century cabinet with serpentine front and glass
side panels supported by short cabriole legs. Interior glass shelving. Conditions noted.
Size: 47 x 41 x 14 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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603 ITALIAN GAMES TABLE AND CHAIRS -1960s Italian marquetry games table. Flip the
inlaid top for a backgammon board, underneath which is a second top with a checkerboard on
one side and green baize on the other. Below that is a roulette table which slide apart to reveal
the wheel, chips, and game pieces. Included are four matching chairs.
Table size: 30 x 31 x 31 in.
600.00 - 800.00

604 PARLOUR/GAMES TABLE AND CHAIRS (9) -removable octagonal top which inverts into a
poker table on the opposite side. Includes eight swivel arm chairs with upholstered leather seats
and slat backs and with casters. Chairs have minor rubbing and scratches.
Size: 31 x 52 x 52 in.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

605 MAHOGANY CORNER CHAIR SET (4) -a set of four chairs with carved decoration.
Size: 33 in.
400.00 - 600.00

606 OVAL DISPLAY CASE -front opening door with glass panels to the upper portion, carved
apron over shaped legs. Removable tray with glass preserve.
Size: 32 x 23 x 16 in.
150.00 - 250.00

607 JACOBEAN STYLE PARLOUR CHAIRS (2) -two chairs, each with red velvet upholstered
backs and seats, heavily carved backs with barley twist detail.
Height: 47 in. (and smaller)
250.00 - 400.00
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608 WOODEN WINDSOR CHAIR SET (4) -one armchair and three side chairs with carved back
splats and turned legs. Two with cracks.
Height: 37.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

609 ANTIQUE CHAIR PAIR -a pair of wooden side chairs with woven backs and green velvet
upholstered seats.
Size: 37 x 20 x 18 in.
100.00 - 200.00

610 VICTORIAN BURL WALNUT LOO TABLE -19th century, oval top with marquetry inlay,
modified to coffee table height, with carved splayed legs and on castors.
Size: 20 x 52 x 37 in.
500.00 - 700.00

611 CLOCK SIDE TABLE -circular clock on a pedestal base.
Size: 23 x 27 x 27 in.
100.00 - 200.00

612 SLAT BACK BARREL CHAIR SET (4) -a set of four wooden armchairs.
Size: 33 x 24 x 24 in.
200.00 - 400.00

613 LIMESTONE PLANT STAND -circular top with columnar base.
Size: 25.5 x 11 x 11 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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614 ART DECO MARBLE TOP VANITY AND NIGHTSTAND (2) -vanity with adjustable three
panel mirror, The nightstand has a big chip / crack in the back corner of the marble. 
Vanity Size: 67 x 48 x 19 in.
Nightstand Size: 23.5 x 18.5 x 15.5 in.
250.00 - 400.00

615 EASTLAKE PARLOUR TABLE -Eastlake octogonal table with marble top.
Size: 29.5 x 35 x 35 in.
300.00 - 400.00

616 MARBLE TOP DINING TABLE -early 20th century circular table with tri leg pedestal base.
Size: 29 x 35.5 x 35.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

617 ANTIQUE PIANO STOOL -adjustable height piano stool with glass and brass ball and claw
feet.
Size: 20 x 15 x 15 in.
100.00 - 200.00

618 EDWARDIAN WOODEN COAL BIN -early 20th century coal bin with brass handles and
hinge. With carved lift top.
Size: 14.5 x 12.5 x 17 in.
200.00 - 300.00

619 MAHOGANY SIDE TABLE -small oval top over cabriole legs.
Size: 22 x 27 x 20 in.
100.00 - 200.00
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620 CONTEMPORARY BOMBAY SIDE TABLE -Bombay Co. side table with single drawer.
Size: 28.5 x 23 x 20.5 in.
80.00 - 120.00

621 INLAY TRAY SET WITH STAND -a set of four faux inlay oval trays with stand.
Size: 32 x 23 x 11 in.
100.00 - 200.00

622 FOLK ART TABLE AND CHAIRS (3) -pair of three legged barrel chairs with hand painted
decoration and with matching small side table.
Size: 21 x 19.5 x 19.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00

623 BARBARA BARRY LIQUOR CABINET -solid wood with brass inserts and mirror surround.
Hidden button for interior lighting.
Size: 73 x 48 x 20.5 in. 

1,200.00 - 1,600.00

624 WOODEN DESK AND CHAIR SET -contemporary office desk with chair on casters.
Size: 31 x 60 x 32 in.
250.00 - 350.00

625 BURL WALNUT DROP LEAF TABLE -double drop leaf table supported by cabriole legs.
Size Closed: 30 x 39 x 18.5 in.
Size Open: 30 x 39 x 58.5 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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626 BLACK LEATHER ARMCHAIR PAIR -a pair of office or side chairs with cherry wood
frames, button tuft back and brad nail detail to the arms and seats. Made by Hon Office
Furniture.
Size: 37.5 25 x 26 in.
400.00 - 600.00

627 STICKLEY TWO SEAT LOVESEAT -with rust toned floral upholstery and a skirted base.
Purchased from McArthur's Fine Furniture.
Size: 32 x 69 x 35 in.
400.00 - 600.00

628 STICKLEY TWO SEAT LOVESEAT -with olive toned upholstery and resting on bun feet.
Purchased from McArthur's Fine Furniture.
Size: 36 x 67 x 36 in.
400.00 - 600.00

629 STICKLEY THREE SEAT SOFA -with olive toned upholstery and resting on bun feet.
Purchased from McArthur's Fine Furniture.
Size: 36 x 86 x 36 in.
500.00 - 800.00

630 BOB WILLIAMS & MITCHELL GOLD PARSONS CHAIRS (4) -a set of four gold
upholstered chairs.
Height: 39 in.
300.00 - 400.00

631 ANIMAL PRINT UPHOLSTERED CHAIR & STOOL -wing back chair with carved claw feet
and matching stool with fringe.
Size: 38 x 28 x  26 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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632 OVERSIZE LEATHER CHAIR & OTTOMAN -an oversize green leather chair and ottoman
with brad nail detail and resting on bun feet. Purchased at Stone Water, Canmore. With some
wear to the seat cushion.
Size: 34 x 56 x 36 in.
600.00 - 800.00

633 UPHOLSTERED CHAIR & OTTOMAN -down filled green velvet with solid dark maple
frame.
McArthur Furniture Drexel Heritage label. 
Size: 37 x 34 x 32 in.
400.00 - 600.00

634 ANTIQUE MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD -serpentine front resting on cabriole legs. Three
central drawers flanked by single cupboards. Includes key. Condition noted.
Size: 38 x 56 x 21 in.
300.00 - 500.00

635 CARVED HALL BENCH -with hinged lifting seat, gallery back and carved detail. Resting on
small bun feet. Scrape marks on right.
Size: 31 x 43 x 20 in.
250.00 - 400.00

636 NEO CLASSICAL CONSOLE TABLE -20th century mahogany table with column supports
over a rectangular base. With a green marble top (with repaired crack) and a carved Greek Key
border.
Size: 37 x 50 x 12 in.
150.00 - 250.00
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637 NEO CLASSICAL CONSOLE TABLE -20th century mahogany table with column supports
over a rectangular base. With a green marble top and a carved Greek Key border.
Size: 37 x 50 x 12 in.
250.00 - 350.00

638 ANTIQUE WINDSOR STYLE ROCKING CHAIR -with spindle back and turned supports.
Height: 32 in.
100.00 - 200.00

639 PAINTED ART DECO CABINET -painted cabinet with double front plexi-glass cupboard
doors revealing interior wooden shelving, top lift compartment over two half length drawers
and with lower full length drawer. With makers mark Harris. 
Size: 46 x 44 x 16 in.
200.00 - 300.00

640 CONTEMPORARY BAR STOOL SET (3) -a set of three contemporary stools with vinyl seats,
wooden back rest and metal ring foot rest.
Height: 47 in.
250.00 - 350.00

641 WOODEN TWIN BED SET -a pair of 1920s burl walnut twin bed frames with matching
headboard and foot boards and includes wooden rails.
Size: 50 x 41 x 80 in.
250.00 - 350.00

642 ANTIQUE DOUBLE BRASS BED -tubular frame with headboard, footboard and metal
support.
Size: 55 x 48 x 84 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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643 ANTIQUE RUSH SEATED CHAIR SET (5) -a set of five early 20th century chairs with
carved backs and rush seating (one chair has significant loss). Conditions noted.
Size: ht. 34.5 in.
150.00 - 250.00

644 VINTAGE VANITY BENCH -upholstered seat over straight legs.
Size: 19 x 20 x 13 in.
80.00 - 120.00

645 VINTAGE SEWING STOOL -stool with red upholstered seat and single drawer.
Size: 18 x 22 x 15 in.
80.00 - 120.00

646 ANTIQUE NEEDLEPOINT STOOL -stool with needlepoint upholstery and cabriole legs.
Size: 8.5 x 17 x 12 in.
80.00 - 100.00

647 GRANITE TOP METAL SOFA TABLE -contemporary metal and stone sofa table with lower
shelf.
Size: 33 x 60 x 12 in.
200.00 - 300.00

648 GRANITE TOP METAL COFFEE TABLE -contemporary metal and stone coffee table.
Size: 16 x 60 x 36 in.
300.00 - 400.00
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649 GRANITE TOP METAL SIDE TABLE -contemporary metal and stone side table with lower
shelf.
Size: 22 x 24 x 24 in.
150.00 - 250.00

650 CHAMBRER VERTICAL WINE CELLAR -a dual zone electronic wine cooler with 7-8 bottle
capacity.
Size: 34 x 8 x 20 in.
200.00 - 300.00
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